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SPORTS: Streaking Cardinals Win 5th-Straight
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Manning ready to tackle tasks at hand Tobacco growers:

By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Mark Manning has teveral goals
for his new job but one simply
stands out.
Manning was
hired at the end
of June as the
Economic and
Development
Corporation
president
not
long after the
plant
Mattel
announced
it
Manning would close its
doors, and he
said finding a replacement is going
to be his first priority.
"I think there is every reason
Murray and Calloway County

should be seen by state leadership as
a focal point for manufacturing in
Kentucky," he said.
Manning, who comes to Murray
after serving as director of development for the Delta Council in
Stoneville, Miss., said he thinks
there is a large number of manufacturers whose products can be made
in the Mattel facility, such as plastics
and automotive supplies.
"Unfortunately right now, most
manufacturers in the U.S. are bordering on recession, with the exception of auto supplies," Manning
said.
He said one of the advantages is
the number of skilled workers available in the community.
Manning was chosen out of
approximately 50 applicants corn-

piled by a Mississippiing, population and
based consulting firm to
attractive community.
"If it's a good
head the EDC.
"If it's a good place
place to raise
From those initial
to raise a family, it is a
a family, it is a good place to start a
applicants, five finalists
were chosen, three finalbusiness."
good place to
ists were contacted by
Other goals for ecostart a
the local EDC board,
nomic development
business."
then two of those were
include looking at
interviewed for the posiexisting industry to
— Mark
tion.
determine
growth
Manning
Manning said his
potential or possible
Murray-Calloway
duties include retention
County EDC global pressure to reloand recruitment of busiPresident cate. He also plans to
nesses and developing
work with local companew businesses.
nies to make sure they
"I believe this will be a very easy remain profitable and happy.
community to sell," he said.
"It is fun in that I can see a cerManning listed several reasons tain amount of growth that's going
for why Murray is a good communi- to happen," Manning said.
ty for business, such as good hous-

Watson
found in
violation
of bond
By BRANDI WILLIAMS
Staff Writer
Ricky Watson was taken into
custody Monday morning for violation of bond.
District Court Judge Leslie
Furches found Watson in Violation
of the terms of his bond because
..was found with animals on his
property as Of Aug. 1.
•
Watson was found guilty of animal cruelty in district court last
month. Upon sentencing at the time.
Furches placed a condition on his
bond that he could not own or be in
contact with any animals.
"I think the evidence is clear he
violated the court's orders," County
Attorney Randy Hutchens said
Monday.
Watson's
Ben
attorney,
Lookofsky, said he was unsure
whether Furches' ruling would be
able to hold up on appeal.
"One of the questions is if she
can place a condition like no contact
with animals on a bond," he said.
Court proceedings began in
Circuit Court with Judge Dennis
Foust. Foust was to act as appellate
judge but recused himself due to
conflict of interest.
One of the argued points in
Watson's appeal case has to do with
a search warrant issued on his property. Foust signed the warrant and
felt he should not be involved any
further.
"He was acting as an appellate
judge in this case, and he signed one
of the warrants, so he would have
been reviewing his own warrant,"
Hutchens explained.
A new appellate judge will be
chosen at a later date.
The proceedings then moved
downstairs to district court where
Furches reviewed whether bond
should be revoked or not.
Hutchens called witnesses to the
stand who testified that goats were
seen on Watson's property and also
produced photographs taken by
Calloway County Deputy Sheriff
Shawn Clere and sheriff's department dispatcher Chesley Thomas.
Hutchens also called Watson's
neighbor, Debbie Mills, who testified that she had observed Watson
living on the property and had seen
goats on the property.

•See Page 2

BREAK TIME
Murray
State defensive
tackle
James
Bridges gets
up from
a
water
break
during
the
second of the
Racers' two-aday practices
to gear up for
their season
opener Sept. 1
at SEC West
powerhouse
Ole Miss.
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GET YOUR LOTTO TICKETS Ar.
Jr. Food Mart 04
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LBANY,Ga.(AP)— Some tobacco farmers
say the push for a safer cigarette may be
behind an unintended side-effect to this
year's harvest: an alarming increase in curing barn fires.
Growers have installed a new piece of
equipment called a heat exchanger in thousands of curing barns over the past two years at the request of cigarette companies, who say it helps reduce a certain carcinogen.

A

But the scramble to get the new heat source installed, in many cases
in aging wooden barns, has been accompanied by fire in up to 30 converted barns in North Carolina, 15 in Georgia, nine in South Carolina
and two in Virginia.
"If the wind had been blowing toward my house, we'd have probably lost the house," said south Georgia farmer Donald Vickers, who
watched four of his tobacco barns burn to the ground last month.
The tobacco industry has been pushing to install the new heat
exchangers in all curing barns to reduce the
carcinogen nitrosamine, which forms in
"The wood
tobacco when propane gases from direct
burners circulate among the leaves as they are
gets too hot,
curing.
reaches
The heat exchangers, which can reach
ignition
temperatures of 1,500 degrees, are designed
temperature
to confine the flames in a box and vent the
gases outside the barn.
and there's a
"The problem is just not having enough
fire."
heat shielding," said David Reed. a tobacco
—David
specialist at the Southern Piedmont
Reed
Agricultural and Extension Center in
Southern
Blackstone, Va."The wood .gets too hot,
Piedmont
reaches ignition temperature and there's a
Agricultural and
fire."
Extension Center
Reed said growers have been advised to
contact their gas companies or heat-exchange
installers to make sure their setup is safe. He said many have switched
to new metal barns specifically designed for the system.
Many farmers rushed to make the conversions to meet a deadline
this year, but the deadline has been extended until next year. Farmers
who don't convert may not find buyers for their tobacco. The conversion costs between $3,000 and $4,000 per barn. although some assistance is available to farmers from an industry fund.
R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Co. spokeswoman Lisa Eddington said none
of those farmers contracted to grow tobacco for the company has had a
fire.
J. Michael Moore, a tobacco specialist with the University of
Georgia Extension Service, said the fires could be linked to improper
installation of the exchangers, poor quality control during manufacture,
incorrect thermostat placement or faulty thermostats.
"The bottom line is that this is a change that was made very rapidly:
Moore said.

Former museum to be used
as MSU recreational facility
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Report
While it awaits word from Frankfort on
funding for a new student recreational center, Murray State University will establish a
temporary recreation area in what used to
be one of Murray's biggest tourist attractions.
According to Don Robertson, MSU vice
president of student affairs, the university
will convert what used to be the exhibit
area of the National Scouting Museum to a
basketball gymnasium, which is what it
was originally used for when the building
was constructed.
"There's a lot of space in there."
Robertson said. "It's a lot bigger than it
appeared to be when all those items were in
there."
MSU President Dr. Kern Alexander is
currently requesting $15 million from the
Kentucky General Assembly to construct a

Murray, KY 4 2 0 7 1
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90,000-square-foot facility on thi univers
ty's campus.
According to Dewey Yeatts, MSU associate vice president of facilities management, the new facility would include everything from an Olympic-sized swimming to
basketball courts to racquetball areas to a
climbing wall.
For the time being. though, the university has opted to use the space vacated by the
museum, which left Murray this past
November, to provide a little more court
space for students.
"It will be used for intramural/pickuptype games, mainly recreation-type activities," Yeatts said. "It won't be used so
much for organized play."
"It will be run through our campus
recreation office," Robertson said. "We're
looking at (having it open from) 3 (p.m.)
until 10(p.m.) Monday through Thursday.

II See Page 2

Former National Scouting Museum
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ACT prep workshops held at MSU
MSU News Bureau
Educational Talent Search at
Murray State University will hold a
test preparation workshop for nontraditional students who plan to
take the ACT this fall The workshop will be held this week, tonight
(Tuesday) and Thursday, Aug. 16.
Each meeting is for three hours
beginning at 6 p.m. in the TRIO
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building on the campus of MSU.
The TRIO building is located just
off North 16th Street, next to the
former location of the National
Scouting Museum.
There is no cost to attend; however participants must first be
accepted into ETS.

vided.
To apply or for more information, call the ETS office locally at
762-3168 or toll free at 1-877-6783387.
Educational Talent Search is a
federally funded grant program
through the U.S. Department of
Education, hosted locally by
Murray State University.

Majority OK
with stem
cell decision
by president

SheriffFireLogs

Kentucky State Police
• For the week of Aug. 5 through Aug, 11, Kentucky State Police Post 1 in
Mayfield opened 47 criminal cases; made 33 criminal arrests, worked 17
accidents; answered 259 complaints; and made four DUI arrests No fatalities were reported for the week.
Calloway County Sheriff's Department
• Sheila Ann Lamb, 27, 368 Skimmer Drive, Murray, was arrested Sunday
WASHINGTON (AP) — Most
Americans approve of President on a charge of fourth-degree assault. She was released from the Calloway
Bush's decision to allow limited fed- County Jail on $500 unsecured bond.
• Brent Allen Tucker, 27, 368 Skimmer Drive, Murray. was arrested
eral
financing of embryonic stem
Light refreshments will be proSunday
on a charge of fourth-degree assault. He was released from the
cell research, new polls show. The
County Jail on $500 cash.
Calloway
majorities include Republicans,
• Robert H. Billington, 25, 401 Elm St., Murray, was arrested Sunday on a
Democrats and independents.
charge of fourth-degree assault. He was released from the Calloway County
Up to six in 10 people in polls Jail on $500 cash.
released Monday by ABC News(56
• Jose Salgado, 21, 108 Elm St., Dexter, was arrested Sunday on a
percent) and CNN-USA Today- charge of fourth-degree assault. Salgado is currently lodged in the Calloway
Gallup (60 percent) approved of the County Jail, where he will serve a 20-day term.
president's decision.
• Lisa Sanders, 30, 1487 Airport Road, Murray, was treated and released
But the public was more frag- at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Sunday following a one-vehicle accimented when asked its preferences. dent.
Sanders was traveling south on Airport Road at a high rate of speed when
A third would have preferred broader federal funding, a third favored she swerved to miss another vehicle and lost control of her vehicle. Sanders'
Bush's limited funding, and about a vehicle then slid 171 feet, hit a ditch and flipped. The vehicle then hit a utilifourth would have preferred no fed- ty pole at the base of its windshield, breaking the pole in half. The vehicle
then continued flipping for another 90 feet before coming to rest. Sanders
eral funding, according to the ABC
was ejected through the vehicle's sunroof.
News poll.
One truck and two firefighters from the Murray Fire Department assisted
The
president
announced at the scene of the accident.
Thursday that he will limit federal
• Four men were taken to the hospital and one was arrested following a
funding for embryonic stem cell two-vehicle wreck at the intersection of Highway 121 South and Camden
research to stem cell lines now in Circle Saturday.
existence. All of the cell lines came
Tony Hughes,46, 510 Cohoon Road, Murray, was allegedly operating his
from embryos made at fertility clin- 1987 Dodge Dakota while intoxicated. According to a passenger in the vehiics but not needed for reproduction. cle, Jimmy Harrell, 48, 45 Camden Circle, Murray, Hughes was adjusting the
On Monday, Bush he said he radio in the vehicle and was not looking when he pulled from Camden Circle
would veto any legislation that vio- onto Highway 121 South. Hughes' vehicle was then struck by a 1995 Dodge
Ram driven by Mitchell M. Smith, 17, 1029 Bethel Road, Murray. Smith's
lates the spirit of his decisktn.
vehicle
eventually left the roadway and struck a tree.
"The statement I laid out is what I
AP Photo
Harrell and another passenger in Hughes' vehicle, Ricky Smith, 409 S.
think
is
right
for
America,"
he
told
READY TO ROLL ... Pres. George W. Bush gets back into his
Sixth St., Murray, were admitted to the Murray-Calloway County Hospital with
reporters at. his Texas ranch. "Any two broken vertebrae and a collapsed lung, respectively. Smith was treated
truck after signing a farm aid bill at his ranch in Texas.
piece of legislation that undermines and released at MCCH for abrasions to the forearm.
what I think is right will be vetoed."
Hughes was taken to MCCH for examination, but allegedly became disLater, he twice cut off further orderly in the waiting room and was transported to the Calloway County Jail.
questions on criticism of his deci- After complaining of back pain, he was taken back to the hospital. Hughes
sion. "I answered it Thursday night was then arrested and charged with driving under the influence and disorwhen I gave an address to the derly conduct. He was released from jail on $2,500 surety bond.
—Information is gathered from logs, reports and citations
nation," he said."I spent a lot of time
from the above respective agencies.
on the subject."
CRAWFORD, Texas (AP) — Bush said. "Farm families represent
President Bush signed a $5.5 billion the best of America."
emergency farm aid bill on Monday,
The Senate gave final congresintended as compensation for low sional approval to the bill last week
prices.
after Democrats failed to break a
The measure, the fourth farm Republican filibuster over a larger,
While there will be men's and women's bathroom
From Page 1
bailout by Congress in as many $7.5 billion aid bill. Bush threatened
facilities, Yeatts said the upstairs of the museum that
years, "is necessary for our farmers to veto the fatter bill.
If we find we need it more than that, we could extend used to serve as its entrance area will not be accessible.
and ranchers," Bush said.
The measure Bush signed should
the hours."
"Basically, all the activity will be located in the gym
"This is I guess the first bill sign- boost net farm income to $47.9 bilAccording to Robertson, admittance into the gym area," he said. "All the other areas won't be accessible."
ing in Crawford, Texas," Bush said lion, the highest level since 1997.
will function much the same way it does at MSU's Can
According to Yeatts, transforming the former exhibit
as he spoke to an invited audience of
Grain and cotton farmers, who
Health Building, where MSU Public Safety officers are floor area back into a gym did not take much effort at
several dozen farmers and friends at receive the bulk of the special assisstationed at the building's entrance to check for student all.
his ranch near here.
tance, will get smaller government
identification cards.
"There was some pipe-type scaffolding above the
"It's a meaningful piece of legis- checks than they saw under last
"We'll monitor who's going in," he said."Whoever's floor that allowed some different types of lighting to be
lation for this part of the country year's bailout. A farmer who got
in there will check
. •
attached for the museum," he said. "We just removed
because a lot of people make their $40,000 in 2000 should receive less
Robertson said four portable basketball goals from those lights, and the old gym lights were still there."
living on the farm and on the ranch," than $34,000 this year.
the Regional Special Events Center Will be put in the
Yeatts also said the museum left the gym's originalgym, which will house two regulation-sized basketball ly monolithic/synthetic floor, so the floor will not have
courts. Yeatts said lines will either be painted or taped to be replaced.
to the floor to mark the courts.
Still, Robertson said a few finishing touches have to
"It could even be available if a group wanted to be put on before the gym can be used, although the goal
reserve space during a time it's not open," Robertson is to have it open by the time students return for classes
said.
later this month.
The entire area that was used for the museum will
"It's really not so much of an issue until October,
not be accessible, however. Yeatts said those wishing to when the weather starts getting colder and people can't
use the museum will likely have to enter from the north get to the outside courts," he said. "We'd like to have it
side of the building, just across from the Howton open by the time students return."
Agricultural Building.

Bush signs $5.5
billion farm aid bill

• Museum ...

PADUCAH
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Offers TWO YEAR career training in
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Electronic Engineering Technology
• Day and Night Classes
• Build your own Computer
• Career Placement Assistance
• Financial Aid for those who Qualify
• Associate of Applied Science Degree
Enroll now for classes beginning August 20.
Contact us at (800) 995-4438,(270) 444-9676 or ptc@hcis.net.
Visit our web site ar www.ptc-ky.com.

However, Mills could not say
over what amount of time the animals had been there.
Hutchens also called to the stand
Renee Vincent from the Mayfield
Auction Barn. Vincent produced
receipts showing a purchase of 22
goats by Watson's 14-year-old son
at an Aug. I auction.
Lookofsky asked Vincent if she
had seen Watson at the auction that
day. Vincent said she worked in the
office and could not say who was at
the auction.
Hutchens then called on one of
his employees, Joshua Elliot, to testify. Hutchens said he had sent Elliot

to the auction on Aug. 8.
Elliot testified that he had seen
Watson and his son bid on four different goats at the auction.
Lookofsky only called one witness to testify — Watson's grandmother, Thelda Watson. She testified that the goats in question
belonged to her and her grandson,
and the goats were located on her
property.
Hutchens said Watson ignored
ths stipulations of his bond and it
should be revoked.
"What we are dealing with is the
same thing that brought forth a conviction," he said.
Lookofsky said he could find no
reason for bond to be revoked.

"I don't think I have heard
enough proof to revoke bond and
send him to jail until appeal,"
Lookofsky added.
Furches disagreed. "The thing I
can't get over are these photographs," she said.
Furches added that any animals
located on someone's property is
that person's responsibility.
"Court orders are meant to be
followed. Bond orders are meant to
be followed," she said.
Watson's bond was repealed and
he was taken into custody where he
will remain until time of appeal.
Watson is currently being housed
at the Calloway County Detention
Center.
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Deaths
Joe Pat Stone

John Nance (Pat) Paschall

The funeral for Joe Pat Stone was Monday at 11 a.m.
in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. John Dale
officiated.
Pallbearers were Brian Stanley, Randy Scarborough,
Danny Stone, Matt Stone, Larry Stone, Eddie Lee Stone,
Jeremy Hunter and Chris Westphal. Burial was in
Ms. Erica Hilary Hope Small, 23, Benton, died Murray City Cemetery.
Mr. Stone,66,Gilbert Street, Hazel, died Friday, Aug.
Saturday, Aug. II, 2001, at 2 p.m. in Philadelphia, Penn.
A graduate of the Parson School of Art and Design in 10, 2001, at 10:45 p.m. at Henry County Medical Center,
New York City, she was employed by United Propane Paris, Tenn.
Preceding him in death were one son, Joey Alan
Gas Co., Murray and Hardin, and was a member of
Stone one grandson, Forrest Blake Stone, and two brothMurray First Assembly of God.
Her grandfather. E.T. (Jack) Small, preceded her in ers, Rex Stone and Billy Paul Stone. Born July 22, 1935,
in Calloway County, he was the son of the late G.L.
death.
Survivors include her parents, Eric T. Small and Stone and Elsie Mills Bizzell.
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Lavelle Byars Stone,
Gloria Garrett Small, Jonathan Creek area of Marshall
County; her grandparents. John and Arlene Garrett, to whom he was married May 1, 1954; two daughters,
Sikeston, Mo., and Mrs. Julia Small, Paducah; several Mrs. Rhonda Pardue and husband, Terry, Charlotte,
Tenn., and Mrs. Rebecca Merrell and husband, David,
aunts and uncles.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the Paris, Tenn.; one son, Freddie Stone and wife, Jodie,
chapel of Milner & Orr Funeral Home, Paducah. The Hazel; six grandchildren, Danisha Merrell, David Shawn
Rev. Art Hines will officiate. Entombment will follow in Merrell, LaDessa Pardue, Whitney Pardue, Daphene
Pardue and Colten Stone; two sisters, Mrs. Mary
Woodlawn Memorial Gardens, Lone Oak.
Hillman, Murray, and Mrs. Patsy Futrell and husband,
p.m.
5
after
home
funeral
Visitation will be at the
Jay, Hardin; three brothers, Albert Stone, Murray, Bobby
today (Tuesday).
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Hillcrest Stone and wife, Melinda, Dexter, and Ronnie Stone and
Children's Home, P.O. Box 670, Hot Springs, AR wife, Dorothy, Dexter.
71902-0670; Chi Alpha, P.0, Box 1013, Murray, KY
42071-1013; Rita and Jerry Hendley Ministries, P.O.
The funeral for Mrs. Rhoda Isabell Copeland will be
Box 1174, Murray, KY 42071-1174; or LifeHouse, 1506 today (Tuesday) at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Collier
Chestnut St., Murray, KY 42071.
Funeral Home, Benton. The Rev. Roy Gibson and the
Rev. David Brasher will officiate. Burial will follow in
New Harmony Cemetery. Visitation is now at the funeral home. Expressions of sympathy may be made to New
Harmony Baptist Church Building Fund, 4757
Isabella Aysia la Skye Johnson, 5 months, Calloway Symsonia Hwy., Benton, KY 42025.
Mrs. Copeland,95, Symsonia Highway, Benton, died
Avenue, Murray, died Monday. Aug. 13, 2001, at 7:45
Saturday, Aug. 11, 2001, at 5:45 p.m. at Britthaven
a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Murray-Calloway Funeral Home is in charge of Healthcare, Benton.
Her husband, Robert Edmund Copeland, and eight
arrangements.
sisters and brothers all preceded her in death. She was
the daughter of the late Joseph M. York and Roxie J.
Ms. Donna M. Malmkar, 70, Bensley Lane, New Seaford York. Survivors include one son, Dale
Copeland, Benton; one sister, Mrs. Emily Swift,
Concord, died Thursday, Aug. 9. 2001, at her home.
Murray-Calloway Funeral Home is in charge of Kirksey; one grandson, Bobby Dale Copeland, and one
great-granddaughter, Cassidy Copeland, both of Murray.
arrangements.

John Nance (Pat) Paschall, 73, Puryear, Tenn., died
today, Tuesday, Aug. 14, 2001, at 7:10 a.m. at his home.
Miller Funeral Home of Hazel is in charge of arrangements.

Ms. Erica Hilary Small

Mrs. Rhoda Isabel! Copeland

Isabella Aysia Ja Skye
Johnson

Ms. Donna M. Malmkar

Hundreds turn out
to remember star
Jack Lemmon
LOS ANGELES (AP)- More Charlie Rose, drew laughter when
than 500 friends and co-workers he said, "Thank you, Kevin."
Lemmon, who died June 27 of
came to the Paramount Studios theappeared on the theater's
cancer,
Lemmon
Jack
to
memorial
a
for
ater
that turned out to be more like a Jack screen in both comedy and dramatic
roles: "Days of Wine and Roses."
Lemmon comedy.
Among the many warm memo- "The Odd Couple," "Some Like it
ries shared Monday night about the Hot," "Glengarry Glen Ross," "The
two-time Oscar winner was one by Fortune Cookie" and his final role.
Kevin Spacey, who appeared on "Tuesday's With Morrie."
All the while, the tributes flowed.
stage with Lemmon in "Long Day's
"Hollywood has given no
Journey Into Night."
He recalled the time his dog greater, or versatile, actor to the
relieved itself on the actor's prized world than Jack Lemmon,"
remarked Spacey.
golf clubs.
"It's hard to believe that Jack is
Comedy writer Larry Gelbart and
playwright Neil Simon were also gone. So much of his energy is on
quick with a number of one-liners. the screen," Simon said.
Hank Azaria, who costarred with
Inadvertent comedian of the
evening, however, was Tom Hanks, Lemmon in -Tuesdays With
who somehow kept mistaking Jack Morrie," said of the actor: "He was
the patron saint of acting without
Nicholson for Jack Lemmon.
When he finished his haphazard limits; the only boundary is the one
speech, the evening's emcee, PBS' you impose on yourself."

Summer's sizzling
movie season is cooling
LOS ANGELES(AP)-"American Pie 2- debuted at the top of the box
office with $45.1 million this weekend, but how long will this pastry stay
hot'?
The summer movie season has been filled with blockbuster opening
weekends, only to have revenue frequently drop by more than half the next
week.
Audiences are losing interest unusually fast.
Last week. "Rush Hour 2" opened at No. 1 with $67.4 million, the best
August opening in film history. But it lost more than half its audience this
week, earning only $33.1 million. If the summer trend holds, the Jackie
Chan-Chris Tucker comedy could drop by another 50 percent next week.

Four Wheel Walker
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Semi-Pneumatic Tires
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STONE-LANG CO.
MEDICAL PRODUCTS CENTER
210 South 12th St. • Murray
"SINCE 1876 - A NAME YOU CAN TRUST"

State's PSC told economic growth to
depend on Kentucky's power capacity
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) Kentucky's electricity consumption
grew 3.4 percent annually during a
10-year period in which generating
capacity grew by only 0.6 percent a
year, a state economic development
official said.
During the period. 1988 to 1998,
the amount of electricity generated
grew by 1.8 percent a year.
Industry used half of Kentucky's
electricity in 1998, said J.R. Wilhite,
commissioner of the Department for
Community
Development.
Industry's rate of annual increase
was somewhat higher than the state
as a whole.
The cost of electricity in
Kentucky is among the lowest in the
country and provides the state with a
"significant competitive advantage"
in attracting business investment,
Wilhite said Monday. His comments
came during the first of three hearings the state Public Service
Commission will hold on the adequacy of Kentucky's electricity generation and transmission system.
"Sufficient power capacity and
delivery systems must be provided
to ensure Kentucky's future economic growth," Wilhite said.
The hearings are part of a multifaceted effort to grapple with the
rapid increase in power plant applications in Kentucky during the last
two years.
In June, after the state had

WASHINGTON (AP) President Bush's nominee to lead
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
was fired from the Pennsylvania
Game Commission in 1995 amid
allegations of payroll fraud.
Steven A. Williams was dismissed from his job as deputy
executive director after it was discovered that he had asked a subordinate to change payroll records,
boosted
temporarily
which
Williams' salary. The Erie (Pa )
Times-News reported.
Williams was never charged
over the incident. He told the
newspaper he was frustrated over
the dismissal and said he didn't
know anyone was doing anything
wrong.
Mark Pfeifle, a spokesman for
the Department of the Interior.
which includes the Fish and
Wildlife Service, said that
Williams had been "completely
exonerated by the Pennsylvania
attorney general.

logged 24 applications in 22
months, Gov. Paul Patton placed a
six-month moratorium on new
applications. He directed several
state agencies to study the environmental and economic impacts of the
issue, which is expected to be debated in the 2002 session of the
General Assembly.
Tennessee Gov. Don Sundquist
issued a moratorium on new power
plant applications in that state last
week. Georgia also has quit processing applications.
The PSC also heard from Ron
Crouch, director of the State Data
Center in Louisville, who said the
9.7 percent population surge that hit
Kentucky in the 1990s is expected
to slow.
Projections made in 1999 - the
latest available - call for an
increase of 4.8 percent in the current
decade, and 2.8 percent in 2010 to
2020, he said.
Most of the growth is expected to
be in urban areas and along interstate highways. In general, he said,
the eastern and western ends of the
state are not expected to grow as
much as the rest of the state.
Jobs of the future are likely to
require fewer people but more ener-

gy, including electricity. Crouch
said.
The PSC hearings continue Sept.
19, when the agency hears from the
state's existing electric utilities. In a
third hearing Oct. I, companies that
want to build new plants, many of
which would export electricity to
other states, will testify. The commission also will hear from industries that depend on electric power
and others.
The PSC plans to reports its findings to Patton in early December.
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Southern Farm Bureau Life's
Fixed Annuity
This competitive interest rate is guaranteed for one year upon issue and
is subject to change on policy
anniversary dates. However, regardless of rate changes over the years.
Southern Farm Bureau Life guarantees the rate will never decrease
below 30000 Since early surrender
charges apply, please call for details

Dos Jones Ind. ,k%g
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42.21 + 0.13
Air Products
42.91 - 0.08
AOL Time Warner
20.10 + 0.19
AT&T
40.02 + 0.17
Bell South
40.19 - 0.02
Briggs & Stratton
Bristol Myers Squibb ....56.57 + 0.42
53.85 - 0.17
Caterpillar
48.23 + 1.08
Daimler Chrysler
41.13 - 0.07
Dean Foods
41.46 + 0.06
Exxon-Mobil
23.26 - 0.48
Ford Motor
42.66 + 0.43
General Electric
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General Motors
GlaxoSmithKline ADR _55.29 - 0.02
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FlopFed Bank*
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Intel
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Mattel
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Merck
Microsoft
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Schering-Plough
Sears
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US Bancorp
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10.68 + 0.12
26.47 + 0.38
6.61 + 0.16
17.60 + 0.17
27.99 - 0.03
69.84 + 0.19
65.63 - 0.20
26.68 + 0.29
45.61 + 0.56
41.20 + 0.27
18.74 - 0.01
45.55 + 0.92
69.71 + 0.28
46.42 + 0.12
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31.11 - 0.09
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Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
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1100 CHANNELS.
FREE INSTALLATION.

$9 A MONTH.
Can your cable company do that?

Sexual Health
In Men Linked
To Prostate
(SPECIAL)- Men and women both
have the hormones testosterone and estrogen in a balance that gives each sex its
respective characteristics. As men age.their
hormone balance changes. resulting in prostate concerns which can affect sexual health.
As men grow older, their testosterone is
increasingly converted to estrogen and
dihydrotestosterone (DHT) by the enzymes aromatase and 5-alpha reductase,
resulting in a dramatically higher ratio of
estrogen to testosterone. In fact, most
estrogen in the male body originates as testosterone and is the result ofthis breakdown.
A new all natural product called
PROSTROLTm 50 PLUS has recently
become available that helps men maintain
proper hormone balance and optimal prostate health. PROSTROL 50 PLUS inhibits
the action ofaromatase and 5-alpha reductase, the enzymes involved in the conversion of testosterone to estrogen and DHT.
PROSTROL 50 PLUS helps men maintain
a healthy testosterone level, a vigorous
sexual potential and general well-being.
According to a spokesperson.
PROSTROL 50 PLUS contains key ingredients revealed in the best selling new book
called "The Prostau Cure "`" PROSTROL
50 PLUS is available vvithout prescription
at pharmacies and nutrition stores or call I 800-634-2348.e 2000 GCMG
PROSTROL SO PLUS Is avaIlsSI• at:
HONEY TREE NATURAL FOOOS

1304-G Chestnut St 753-3461
•Nerther the authors or publishers or this book have
any ownership interest, have not endorsed, or been
asked to endorse this product
These statesnents have not been evaluated by the FDA
ow. WEIL cure
Promo' 50 Maa ow imixedled so
or prevent say disease
Paid advertisement

Just purchase a DISH301 or other DISH Network digital satellite TV system with MSRP of $199 or
more and receive one full year of America's Top 100 programming package for only $9 a month.
That's a savings of $21.99 per month over our regular price.
You'll also get free basic Professional Installation.
All together that's a $462 savings.

SAVE

162

Call today to take advantage of this incredible offer.
Over 100 of America's Top
Channels
Amenca's Top 100 programming package includes
channels such as Discovery Channel, TNT, ESPN,
Nickelodeon. USA Network. Cartoon Network, A&E.
Disney Channel. AMC, TBS Superstation. Lifetime, FOX Sports Net
and many other favorites Want more programming" Add your local channels
or your favorite movie channels like HBO, Showtime, STARZ and Cinemax
T..100'Iii

A

6 Sports Channels
15 Family Channels

19 Ilar•lety Chamois
9

12 News Into Channels 4
5

Movie Channels

2

learning Channels

32

Commercial-free
Audio Music Channels

Video Music Channels 12 Public Interest
Spanish Channels

Channels

Beasley Antenna
& Satellite
500 N. 4th St.

1801 Bell Avenue

Murray. KY 42071

Paris, TN 38242

(270) 759-0901

(901)642-4077

1-877-455-0901 Toll Free

1-877-726-4077 Toll Free

Offer ends 10/31/01 All prices, packages and programming subject to change without notice Local and state sales taxes may apply Al,
Network programming. and any other services that are provided are subject to the terms and conditions of the Residential Customer Agreemer,
which is available upon request Significant restrictions apply to DISH Network hardware and programming availability and for all otters See
your DISH Network retailer, DISH Network product literature or the DISH Network Website at wonw dishnetwork corn for complete details an:

restrictions All service marks and trademarks belong to their respective owners Offer excludes the 2000 and 3000 series models
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Main Street
By CONSTANCE ALEXANDER
Ledger Columnist

Things look
different 1,000
miles away
My Aunt
Regina has fallen
and probably
won't get up
again.
Frail to begin
with — she's 95
— the prognosis
is not very hopeful.
Even before she sold the brownstone in Brooklyn, where she'd
lived since the 1930s, Aunt Regina
needed some looking after, but not
much. When health and energy
eventually deteriorated, she moved
in with her oldest offspring and his
wife.
Bernard and Mary, both in their
60s, have been steadfast caregivers
at a time in their own lives when
the pleasure of an empty nest must
have been an alluring possibility.
After all, they had brought up six
children, but they did not flinch as
they accepted day-to-day responsibility for Aunt Regina.
Bedridden since her fall, my
aunt's condition is complicated by a
hematoma. Now she also appears to
be suffering from dementia. She's
uncooperative and mean, my
cousin, Maureen, tells me, passing
on the bleak news relayed by her
brother.
Reportedly, my formerly-docile
aunt refuses to accept physical therapy. will not get dressed and is verbally abusive. A woman who never
even uttered a "Shucks" without
crossing herself has somehow
acquired the vocabulary of a sailor.
Maureen and I agree, this is
nothing like the "real- Aunt Regina,
a woman whose life has been characterized by quiet devotion to her
family and her church. In all the
time I've known her, my aunt has
never raised her voice in anger or
sharp rebuke. Even after her husband died of cancer when her two
youngest children were pre-teens,
Aunt Regina moved quietly through
the devastating loss, sustained by
prayer and daily Mass.
Now the family is in turmoil.
My cousins cannot agree on a
course of action, and my aunt •
seems headed toward a nursing
home. Some of the siblings and
their children are right there, able to
see the daily struggle; they are eyewitnesses to the decline. Others are

long-distance, relying on strained
telephone conversations for information.
-You just don't know what it
like," one of the nearby relatives
tells Maureen in Chicago.
And, of course, there is no
rejoinder. Things look very different from 1,000 miles away.
So instead of unity and harmony
in decision-making for their
beloved mother, my cousins are
hurt and disagreeable with each
other. The bitterness and recriminations are likely to last longer than
my aunt.
In the days before she was
stricken, Aunt Regina had the foresight to complete a living will and
an advance directive. She has
appointed a health care surrogate
and designated the appropriate
power of attorney. My cousin tells
me her mother always carries her
papers with her, so that no artificial
means will be used to resuscitate
her when the time comes.
True to her nature and her faith,
Aunt Regina wants to die the old
fashioned way.
This weekend, the siblings have
come together for a wedding. While
they celebrate the union of a loving
couple, they will also discuss
what's next for their mother —
whether to give up and find longterm care or somehow manage to
bring her home to die.
There are no easy answers for
families separated by geography yet
brought together in crisis. We can
only hope that their fundamental
good sense and loving nature will
overcome the seeds of distrust and
the strain of making difficult choices as they face the end of their
, mother's long life.
Last Acts Family Committee, a
national program that focuses on
end of life issues, has recently
issued a Resource Guide for Family
Caregivers. This publication is
available free on the organization's
Web site TO download the document in PDF format, visit
http://www,lastacts.org;80/files/publ
ications/familyresources pdf.

Washington Yesterday
By LAWRENCE L. KNUTSON
AP Writer

A founding father's rejection
of the Constitution

are created equal, that they are endowed by their
Rights, much like his own Declaration of Rights
WASHINGTON (AP) — By his own action,
Creator with certain unalienable rights, that
for Virginia, spelling out such protections as
George Mason became the odd man out among
among these are life, liberty and the pursuit of
freedom of speech, the press and religion.
the founders of the American republic.
happiness."
"His decision not to sign baffled some and
George Washington never saw his old friend
"We credit Jefferson, but the impulse and
again after Mason refused to put his name on the alienated others, as he must have known it
content were clearly formed by George Mason,"
would," said Stephen A. Schwartz, a Virginia
newly drafted U.S. Constitution. •
Schwartz wrote.
writer who plans a Mason biography.
A delegate from Virginia and one of the
When the revolution succeeded, and represen"Yet now, because the Constitution created a
state's wealthiest land owners, Mason had made
tatives
of the independent states met in
powfeared
might
be
too
federal
government
he
the
charter
of
the.
pungently
clear
as
his feelings
Philadelphia to draft a Constitution, Mason was
erful, ... he withheld his support from the docunew nation neared completion in the summer of
a logical choice to join Virginia's delegation.
ment he had played so large a role in crafting,"
1787.
His refusal to sign the final document, espeSmithsonian
magaSchwartz
wrote
last
year
in
Mason
proceedings
said
A report of the
cially his objections over its lack of specific
zine.
announced he would "sooner Chop off his right
guarantees of the rights of Americans, was an
Mason's background made his refusal to sign
hand than to put it to the Constitution as it now
alarm bell.
even more stinging.
stands."
His influence was not at an end. Once
At 62, he owned upward of 100,000 acres in
These were strong words coming from a
Congress was established, fellow Virginian
Virginia and Maryland. Despite his agricultural
Virginia revolutionary whose ideas had strongly
James Madison introduced a Bill of Rights that
pursuits he had long been interested in the phiinfluenced the content and style of the
incorporated Mason's basic principles into
losophy of government.
Declaration of Independence and who had drafteveryday life of the American republic.
Although he was a major slave owner, he
ed Virginia's Constitution and landmark
By then, Mason had returned to the life of a
called slavery "a slow poison" which contami.
Declaration of Rights.
Virginia planter at his red-brick home overlooknated the minds and morals of slave owners,
EDITOR'S NOTE—Read "Main
The delegates gathered in Philadelphia in
Street" online at www.mur- 1787 also knew that Mason's ideas were threading the Potomac River south of the future city of
turning them into petty tyrants.
the ed through the draft of the federal Constitution.
rayledger.com. Contact
Washington. Mason died there on Oct. 25, 1792.
In early 1776, as the 13 American colonies
columnist at cacalexander@hot- that he now opposed.
Although he had often spoken against slavery,
nervously edged toward independence, Mason
mail.com.
his will freed none of his own slaves.
During a summer of debate, Mason made 136 was chosen to write the Virginia Declaration of
Mason's name endures in the 21st century.
Rights.
recorded speeches. He supported the direct popAfter World War II, his principles were incorThe first article read: "That all men are by
ular election of members of the House of
nature equally free and independent ... and have
porated into the United Nations Universal
Representatives and urged that tax and spending
Declaration of Human Rights. George Mason
certain inherent rights ... namely the enjoyment
bills originate in that chamber — concepts that
of life and liberty, with the means of acquiring
University in northern Virginia bears his name.
were adopted.
Dear Editor.
and possessing property, and pursuing and
His home, Gunston Hall at Mason's Neck, Va.,
Intellectually opposed to slavery — although
Murray has lost one of its finest citizens and a Murray State University
obtaining happiness and safety."
an 18th century survivor like many of its former
he himself was a major slave owner — Mason
leader with the passing of Dr. James W. Hammack Jr.
owner's ideas, is open to visitors.
Those words had their immediate echo when
argued in vain to include in the Constitution an
Among all his historical writings, awards and his service to Murray
Thomas Jefferson,just days later, wrote the first
immediate halt to the slave trade.
State listed in his obituary. I will always remember Dr. Hammack as a
EDITOR'S NOTE — Lawrence L. Knutson
words of the Declaration of Independence:"We
Even more crucially, he was rebuffed when
great professor of history and a great educator who always gave of himself
has covered the White House, Congress and
he insisted that the Constitution include a Bill of hold these truths to be self evident, that all men
to his students and Murray State.
Washington's history for more than 30 years
Personally, I remember when Dr. Hammack helped me when I struggled
as a first year History major. His advice and his encouragement kept me at
Murray State when times were hard. His kindness and his encouragement
inspired me to stay in school and to challenge me to excel.
His dedication to his students and his high academic expectations would
later inspire me to give encouragement to my students and to set high acaBy PETE YOST
demic standards in my classroom when I became a teacher after graduaAP Writer
tion.
A few years past graduation. I again called on Dr. Hammack to help
with some lesson plans for my high school students on the subject of the
American Revolution. Again, he shared his wisdom and expertise without
any conditions or asking anything in return.
These are just a few recollections that I have shared. There are more,
but I am confident that if you ask any of his former students or colleagues.
there would be many other examples of Dr. Hammack's humanity.
My condolences and prayers go out to his family. Although he has
passed on. I feel that I am a better student, a better teacher and a better
person because of Dr. Hammack.
"This inaccurate communication
A judge ordered the release in a "inaccurate representations" to the,
.
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
His service and contributions to his students, the MSU community and
of the predicate resulted in the FBI
FBI began its investigation into lawsuit filed by former Energy FBI.
- to Murray itself will be missed. This is why I feel that his passing is a loss
The department had assembled a spending years investigating the
nuclear scientist Wen Ho Lee based Department counter-intelligence
to our community.
Lawrence
Tim
panel called the Kindred Spirit wrong crime."
on misleading reports from the chief Notra Trulock.
Murray, Ky. Energy Department, a review of the
"To say that DOE misled the FBI Analytical Group(KSAG)to assess
Trulock is suing two other
bungled espionage inquiry con- and to say that DOE improperly possible Chinese theft of U.S.
Energy
Department investigators
nuclear
secrets.
focused
its
conclusion
only
on
Wen
cludes.
who
said
that Lee was targeted
concluded
that
U.S.
The
group
Ho
Lee
is
only
to
describe
half
the
report
also
faults
the
FBI
for
The
Ij 1ERR
secrets had been compromised and because of his race.
accepting the department's assess- problem," said the report.
The report concluded that Lee
"The other half was the FBI's had helped the Chinese in determinment.
The Energy Department's inquiry unfortunate and unwarranted accept- ing what they could hope to achieve wasn't targeted based on race, but
ALICE ROUSE in 1996 "was a deeply flawed prod- ance of DOE's description" of and how to "avoid blind alleys in said the DOE singled him out withWALTER L. APPERSON
uct whose shortcomings went unrec- Chinese nuclear capabilities and the their own research and develop- out considering other possible susPublisher
Publisher Emeritus
pects.
ognized and unaddressed due to the FBI's "unhesitating and unquestion- ment."
Messages left with former
ing
acceptance
of
DOE's
identificainvestigainadequate
.FBI's
own
ERIC WALKER
"What KSAG concluded, howev- Energy Secretary Bill Richardson
tion of Lee as 'the most logical sustion."
said
the
report.
Managing Editor
pect." said the report.
er, and what the FBI would be told were not immediately returned.
these DOE experts had determined, DOE officials were reviewing the
The Justice Department released
'Where there is no rision, the people perish.'
The report stated that at the very were two different matters," the document.
two heavily censored chapters of the
PUBLISHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPER, INC.
start, the Energy Department made review stated.
report Monday.
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Special
representative
to meet here

Jo's Datebook
By JO BURKEEN
Today Editor
It is so disgusting to read about the bomb
threats at Murray State University or for that
matter any where.
It is a shame that events had to be canceled
at the MSU Curris Center over the weekend
after this bomb threat text on a screen was
found by officials.
We are especially sorry about the Douglass
High School reunion events planned at the Curris Center Friday and Saturday having to be
shifted to alternate locations.
This is the one time during the year that
many graduates and former students of Douglass High School,
formerly located on L.P. Miller Street, Murray, come back to
Murray for a reunion.
We commend Curris Center Director Jim Baurer and MSU
Public Safety for their efforts regarding this situation.

Cub Scout event tonight
Cub Scout Pack 76 will have its sign-up event tonight (Tuesday),
Aug. 14, at 6:30 p.m. in the North Elementary School cafeteria. This
is for grades 1 through 5. For information call Charles Hiter at 7533056.

Dexter event is tonight
The monthly Dexter town meeting will be tonight (Tuesday), Aug.
14, at 6 p.m. at the Dexter community center. A potluck meal will
be served. This is open to all interested persons.

LifeHouse meeting Thursday
LifeHouse, located at 1506 Chestnut St., Murray, will have its first
planning meeting for the annual fund-raising banquet. This will be
Thursday, Aug. 16, at 6 p.m. at the LifeHouse. Volunteers are needed for everything from posting flyers, hosting tables and serving on
the planning committee. For more information call 753-0700.

Pageants are scheduled
Marshall County Fair will have its annual Miss and Teen Pageants
on Saturday, Aug. 18, at 6 p.m. at Benton Community Center. These
are official preliminaries to their respective state pageants and are
open to all Kentucky counties. For information call Crystal Travis
Riley at 1-270-328-8384 or Laurie Travis at 1-270-395-8123.

CCHS Council will meet
Calloway County High School Site-based Decision Making Council will meet Wednesday, Aug. 15, at 4 p.m. in the media center.
Agenda items include financial report by Phyllis Robinson, annual
review of Policy Manual and committees. The meeting is open to the
public.

CCHS promotion today
Calloway County High School Football Team will have a promotion today and tonight, Aug. 14, at Sirloin Stockade. This will be
rebate night and those eating should mention the CCHS football when
giving food orders.

East meeting today
East Elementary School Based Decision Making council will meet
today (Tuesday). Aug. 14, at 5 p.m. in the teachers' work room. Patsy
Whitesell. principal, invites the public to attend.

Health Express lists stops
Health Express of Murray-Calloway County Hospital will offer
glaucoma screenings, blood pressure and pulse checks at its stops during August. On Wednesday, Aug. 15, the express will be at Olympic
Plaza, Murray, from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and 12:30 to 3 p.m. Stops
on Thursday, Aug. 16, will be Minit Mart at Puryear, Tenn., from
8:30 to 11:30 a.m. and Johnny Lee's Grocery at Whitlock, Tenn.,
from 1 to 2:30 p.m.

Depression group will meet
Depression Support Group will meet Wednesday. Aug. 15, at 10:30
a.m. in the private dining room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. For more information call Kathy Culbert RN at 489-2284 or Janie
at 753-9015.

South Marshall class plans event
South Marshall High School class of 1961 will have its 40-year
reunion Saturday, Aug. 18, at 6:30 p.m. in the garden room of Kenlake State Resort Park Hotel. If you plan to attend and have not
responded, please contact Judy Filbeck at 1-270-527-8752 or e-mail
jfilbeck@apex.net.

Singles (SOS) will meet
Singles Organizational Society (SOS) will meet tonight (Tuesday),
Aug. 14, at 7 p.m. at Calloway Inn, Murray. This will be a potluck
meal in honor of all those having birthdays this month. The SOS is
for all singles whether divorced, widowed or never married. For more
information call Barbara at 436-5032, Sandy at 1-270-382-2995, Bob
• at 1-901-584-9332, Jackie at 1-270-247-7754 or Mike at 759-0625.

Support the Park group will meet
Support the Park Group will meet today (Tuesday), Aug. 14, at
5:30 p.m. in the large pavilion of the Chestnut Street City Park. All
interested persons are invited.

Eastern Star Chapter will meet
Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order of the Eastern Star will meet
tonight (Tuesday) at 7:30 p.m. at the Masonic Temple.

Murray Lions will meet
Murray Lions Club will meet tonight (Tuesday), Aug. 14, at 6:30
p.m. in the basement of Murray Woman's Club house. David Can
from Murray Independent and Bill Cowan from Calloway County,
athletic directors, will speak on the current state of athletics in the
local school system.

CALL

(3111111:514
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Hargrove honored at
retirement tea for service
Betty Hargrove was recently
honored at a retirement tea for
her 17 years of service at West
View Nursing Home as a dietary
aide. Known for her strong work
ethic and helpful attitude, Betty
has made many friends through
the years. Her co-workers will tell
you that she has been a dedicated West View employee. First and
foremost, Betty cared about the
residents and was also a wonderful mentor to the younger dietary
workers at West View.
"She was friendly to all our
staff, residents and visitors," noted
West View Dietary Director Bridget Jaszenko. "The people who
worked around Betty learned from
her, and it has been a privilege
to work with her. We certainly
appreciate her for being a team
player and for the effort she has
given."
On behalf of MCCH and West
View, Betty received a beautiful
Seiko quartz mantel clock. She
also received the traditional retirement cake, a flower arrangement
and numerous gifts from friends
and co-workers.
"The years I spent at West
View have been very enjoyable,"
she said. "I will always remember my co-workers. You all have
been great and I will miss you!"
Betty and her husband, Marcus, will celebrate their 50th wedding anniversary in October. They
reside on Old Salem Road in Murray and have four grandchildren.
Their children are: Steve Hargrove
of Lansing, Mich.; Ricky Hargrove of Almo; Kenny Hargrove
of Murray; and Linda Farris and
her husband, Bill, of Murray.Sandy
Linn, youth services librarian for
Calloway County Public Library,
is to be commended for her planning and scheduling the programs
for children at the library starting

Applications are now being
accepted for the 2002 Miss Kentucky USA and 2002 Miss Kentucky Teen USA Pageant to be
held Nov. 24 and 25, 2001. at
7:30 p.m. at the Center for Rural
Development. Somerset.
Ladies between the ages of
15 to 19 years may apply for the
Miss Kentucky Teen USA Pageant
and ladies between the ages of
18 to 27 years may apply for
the Miss Kentucky USA pageant.
The winner will receive an all
expense paid trip to represent Kentucky at the 2000 Miss Teen USA

OUT 11,TrInel hi prate((Ion

Betty Hargrove displays the
mantel clock she received
upon her retirement from
West View Nursing Home after
17 years of service.
Tuesday. She has remembered
every age from 6 months to 7
years.
These will be Baby and Adult
for children,6 to 12 months,accompanied by an adult from 9:30 to
10 a.m. and Toddler and Adult
for children, 12 to 24 months,
accompanied by an adult from
10:30 to 11 a.m. on Tuesday.
Wednesday programs will be Parents and Twos for children 24 to
36 months, accompanied by an
adult from 9:30 to 10 a.m. and
Story Hour for children, 3 to 7
years from 10:30 to 11:30 a.m.
Sandy is also planning another program,"Sleepy-Time Stories,"
to start in September. This will
be for children, 2 to 6 years,
accompanied by an adult.
For more information or to register a child, call Sandy at 7532288.

Pageant on CBS television in
August 2002, and Miss Kentucky
will represent Kentucky at Miss
USA in February 2002.
For more information contact
Betty Clark, 408 W. 13th St.,
Benton, KY 42025; phone 1-270527-1912; fax 1-270-527-5582: or
e-mail BCCCH@cs.com.

Watters
accepts
position
Rebecca R. Watters of Fairfax,
Va., has accepted a teaching position at the Shanghai Changning
International School in Shanghai,
China.
While in Shanghai, Watters will
teach kindergarten and will, assist
with extracurricular activities at
SCIS.
In preparation for international
teaching, she has completed a
year-long teacher certification program at George Mason University, Fairfax, Va., near Washington,
D.C.
Watters is a 1993 graduate of
Stewart County High School,
Dover, Tenn., and a 1997 graduate of Murray State University.
She is the daughter of Chris
and Linda Watters of Dover. Her
grandparents are Dwight and Ruth
Stokes of Dover and of Mrs. Edith
Watters and the late Dr. Charles
(Lynn) Watters of Geneseo, Ill.

To
announce
your
special
event call
753-1916
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Birth
Mr. and Mrs. David Carrico of
4910 Old U.S. Hwy. South, Paducah, are the parents of a daughter, Claire Marie Carrico, born on
Sunday, July 15, 2001, at 7:51
p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds
one ounce and measured 21 inches. The mother is the former Mary
Cody. A brother is Christopher
Cody.
Grandparents are Dr. and Mrs.
John Cody of Carbondale, Ill., and
Mrs. Wilma Carrico and the late
William James Carrico of. Paducah.
A great-grandmother is Mrs.
Bertha Morgan of Waupaca, Wis.

State pageants
are scheduled

INSURANCE ofMurray

OF MURRAY AND
CALLOWAY COUNTY INC

(270) 753-9500

HEART WALK...The Union Planters South Manor Office
recently held a series of bake sales and cake raffles to
benefit the upcoming American Heart Walk on Saturday,
Aug. 18 inside the Murray State University Regional Special Events Center. Registration will begin at 8:15 a.m. Pictured are Heart Walk Team Captains Dortha Stubblefield,
left, and Sue Allison, right. For more information on the
Heart Walk call 753-2442.

A representative from the Paducah Office of Cumberland Trace
Legal Services, Inc., will be at
the
Murray-Calloway County
Senior Citizens Center, now located in the St. Leo Catholic Church
Parish Center, on Thursday, Aug.
16, at 8:30 a.m.
The representative will provide
legal services for senior citizens
needing assistance if a prior
appointment is made by noon on
Wednesday, Aug. 15, by calling
the senior center at 753-0929. If
no appointments are made, then
a legal representative will not be
available.
No fees will be charged to
individuals, 60 years or older, in
accordance with the Title III grant
regulations. Services are provided
on a somewhat limited basis in
civil (non-criminal) law and public benefit cases for qualifying
individuals and cases.

Tony Boyd

Questions? call:
Jennie Rottinghaus, AHA - 753-2442
Julie Smith, Heart Walk Chair - 753-9802

Hobbs

Hobbs
celebrates
birthday
Madison Hobbs celebrated her
first birthday on Saturday, Aug.
4, with a party at the MurrayCalloway County Park.
"Winnie the Pooh" was the
theme.
About 45 family members and
friends attended the celebration.
Madison is the daughter of Tim
and Tammy Hobbs of Murray.
Her grandparents are Donnie and
Linda Parker of Murray and Junior
and Barbara Hobbs of Mayfield.

Carter
reunion
was held
The Elidge and Ada Carter family reunion was held Saturday,
July 21, at the Farmington Community House.
A potluck meal was served.
Present were the following:
James and Ann Cooper, Jeanna Maynard, Myrtle Byrd, J.T.
and Helen Tidwell, Leon Lamb.
Dot Guthrie, Ruth Hayden, Larry
Carter, Jim, Betty and Eddie Carter,
Hassell Lamb, Talmadge and Ruth
Agnes Riley, Heather, Frankie,
Jacob and Katylin Riley, Charles,
Diana and Summer Tipton, and
Tommy Patterson.
The group agreed to have another reunion on the fourth Saturday
in July in 2002.

Labor Day
Pageant
will be held
The Mr. and Miss Labor Day
Pageant will be Saturday, Sept. I.
at I p.m. at the Executive Inn,
Paducah.
There will be two age groups
for boys between the ages of 0
to 5 years. Girls between the ages
of 0 to 20 years may compete in
seven different age groups.
Selected will be a winner and
three alternates in each group..
Winners will receive a trophy,
crown, banner and will ride in
the Labor Day Parade.
Each contestant in the pageant
will receive a trophy. The entry
fee is $60.
For more information call Becky
Boggess at 1-270-898-3955 or Judy
Connor at 1-270-898-7511.

*Neighbors
Gourmet Coffee
*Lamp Toppers
*Jitterbugs
Jots & Journals
*New Initial Stationary

New Sports, Travel, Wedding &
Baby Scrapbooking Supplies
& much, much more!
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Racers get physical in two-a-days
By MIKE OHSTROM
Staff Writer
After his Murray State football team
concluded its sixth official practice ot
summer camp Monday, Racer head coach
Joe Pannunzio knew his squad was ready
for its first full-contact workout, held this
morning.
Since the 2001 two-a-day practice schedule began Saturday. MSU had participated in drills wearing helmets, shoulder
pads and shorts.
But after three days of learning and
executing offensive and defensive schemes
and operating in crisp game simulations,
a series of fights at the end of Monday's
afternoon practice showed Pannunzio that
the Racers were ready to hit.
-These kids are working hard: we're
light in depth in some areas, but I like
the intensity and we're getting some good
senior leadership,- said the second-year
Murray skipper.
"But now we're getting into the dog
days of two-a-days and we'll see how
our team reacts to that. There's a wall
where every team gets a little leg-weary,
and the great teams get past that and become
winners."
For incoming freshman Dylan Evans,
the scraps between members of the offensive and defensive teams during a headto-head scrimmage were a startling introduction to college football.
MIKE OHSTROM Ledger 8, Times photo
"The offense and defense totally hate FIGHTING FOR YARDAGE.. Freshman wide receiver moves around a
each other on the field, but in (the lock- defender during a drill in the Racers' third day of practice Monday at
er roorm, they're best friends," said the the Murray State practice fields behind Roy Stewart Stadium.
6-2, 238-pound defensive end from Jackbut I made about five plays (Monday)."
son. Tenn. "It's like 'Jekyll and Hyde' Desmond Collins at wideout
Another Racer to redeem himself was
biggest
change
at
the
For
Evans,
the
— this is totally different from high school."
Evans was one of eight first-year play- college level has not been the speed or senior wide receiver Travis Lueck, who
ers to draw Pannunzio's attention through size of the players, but the wingspan of dropped several easy passes Monday morning but made a pair of spectacular catchthe first six practices, joining freshmen offensive tackles.
lot
longer,
es
in the afternoon.
"College
player's
arms
are
a
linebacker
and
Demetrick Westbrook at
Lueck first made the highlight reel
Leonard Nutter and Chris Wright at wide so you can't just use your speed to get
receiver and junior-college transfers Stan- around them," Evans said. "You have to with a diving one-handed grab of a corjuan Lee at linebacker, Billy Blanchard learn to use your hands and make adjust- ner route from sophomore quarterback
at running back and Marcus Christon and ments: I only made two plays (Sunday) Stewart Childress in a passing drill.

Calloway golf
earns split Monday
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
MARION, Ky. — Calloway
County's girls and boys' golf
teams competed in their first
matches of the season on Monday, earning a split with host
Crittenden County at the Marion Country Club.
The Lady Lakers defeated
Crittenden by a 140-143 count
in a seven-hole match while
the Lakers' team total of 173
fell short of the Rockets' 156
in nine holes of action.
Amanda D'Angelo led the
Lady Laker squad with a final
score of 44 while Kaysin Hutching finished with a 45. Whitney Hendon and Ginny Gingles each scored a 51 while
Robyn Ryan ended play with
a 52 and Sabrina Rogers earned

You are invited to
attend this live
issues and
Solutions
broadcast
via satellite:

a 58.
On the boys' side, Josh Burks
tied Crittenden's Jason Guess
for the day's best score with a
1-over-par 37.
John Lee Fisher finished
behind Burks with a 43 while
Matthew Morris and Matt Butterworth rounded out the CCHS
scoring with a 46 and a 47,
respectively.
Both Calloway squads will
return to the links Wednesday
at Rolling Hills Country Club
in Paducah versus Murray High,
Lone Oak and Paducah Tilghman.
The Lady Lakers and Lakers will play their first home
matches on Thursday at 4 p.m.
at Oaks Country Club against
Murray. Trigg County and Christian Fellowship.

Sit.
Stay.
Rollover.

Auditions for the starting lineup are
open in Racer camp, but that's not Pan
nunzio's main concern right now as Murray prepares for the Sept. 1 opener at
Mississippi.
"We really don't have any races for
starting jobs right now; we're just teachStaff Report
ing everyone our offense and defense,"
Murray Ledger & Times
said Pannunzio, who likes his backfield
The Murray State Department of
depth with Blanchard joining All-Ohio
Athletics will host the annual Racer
Valley Conference flashers Mario Riley
Football Cookout Monday at 6 p.m.
and Garner Byars as well as junior Jerat the Regional Special Events Cenrold Fuqua.
ter.
"In football, it's not your starters but
Fans will get the chance to meet
your
reserves that carry you — we have
team,
head
the 2001 Racer football
backs and we want to have
running
four
coach Joe Pannunzio and the entire
offensive
linemen, and we're just
eight
coaching staff during the event.
everybody
some work."
give
trying
to
autowill
also
feature
an
The cookout
The secrets Pannunzio picked up while
graph session with players and coachserving as an assistant at Ole Miss to
es. a poster giveaway, MSU mascot
current Auburn coach Tommy Tuberville,
Dunker and the Racer marching band.
such as setting up game-like situations
"This is always a great event for
our team and the fans," Pannunzio
such as two-minute drills and having firstsaid. "It gives our players and coachteamers scrimmage each other, seems to
es the opportunity to interact with not
be working their magic.
only the great Racer football fans, but
"(Practice is) coming along real well,"
many of the people in this wonderful
said Lueck, one of many new faces in
community who help support our footChildress' receiving corps."The young guys
ball program."
are picking things up and the older guys
The cost of the cookout is $5 per
are polishing their route-running and getperson and includes two hamburgers,
ting their timing down with the quarterchips, ice cream and a drink. Fans
backs."
planning to attend the cookout should
While senior defensive tackle Aaron
enter through entrance B of the RSEC.
Manningham
missed Monday's practices
For more information, call the MSU
splinter in his right foot,
because
of
a
762-6800.
department
at
athletic
senior wide receiver Michael Slater was
About an hour later, with the first- held out of action with a strained neck.
Senior free safety Jeremy Davis also
team offense and defense going toe-toout Monday with a heat-related illsat
toe, Childress and Lueck hooked up again
ness. All three players should return to
for a touchdown on a fade pattern.
"It's just like everything else; you go the fray today, but Pannunzio and the
through your up times and your down Racers are playing it safe.
"It doesn't seem hot, but with the
times," said the 6-3 Lueck, a transfer
and the situation around the
humidity
"(Monday)
mornNorth
Dakota
State.
from
ing I was down a bit, and this afternoon country, we're being careful with our
kids," Pannunzio said.
I was up a bit."

Cookout set
for Monday

Red-hot Cardinals nip Reds 3-2
ST. LOUIS (AP) — The St.
Louis Cardinals resisted the temptation to trade shortstop Edgar
Renteria, and now they're being
rewarded for their patience.
Renteria continued his secondhalf surge with a two-out, tworun single in the eighth inning as
the Cardinals rallied for a 3-2 victory over the Cincinnati Reds on
Monday night. He's batting .417
(20-for-48) since the trade deadline
"1 don't think that has anything
to do with it," manager Tony La
Russa said. "You're talking about

a winning player and in six months
the cream comes to the top."
La Russa also said he reassured
Renteria last month that he wasn't going anywhere.
Renteria has hit in six straight
games and 22 of his 39 RBIs have
come with two outs. He's proud
of that last statistic.
"I think everybody likes that,"
Renteria said. "You have to have
pressure in the game. That's what
baseball players think."
Mark McGwire had a sacrifice
fly for the first run in the threerun eighth as the Cardinals won

their fifth straight, moving within
4 1-2 games of NL Central-leading Houston.
The defending Central champs
have hovered around .500 most of
the season, but are coming off a
5-1 trip and have come from behind
to win three of the last four.
"We're not giving up, so hopefully they're starting to panic,"
closer Dave Veres said.
Elmer Dessens (8-9) held the
Cardinals to five hits over the first
seven innings before Fernando Vina
and Placido Polanco started the
eighth with singles to put runners

Vet turf not playable
PHILADELPHIA (AP) — The
Vet didn't have a chance to claim
any victims this time.
The preseason opener for the
Baltimore Ravens and Philadelphia Eagles was postponed Monday night because of problems
with the turf at Veterans Stadium.
Officials from both NFL teams
thought uneven cutouts in the field
could affect players' footing.
"I'm embarrassed," Eagles coach
Andy Reid said.
Some disappointed fans, among
the estimated 45,000 in attendance,
smashed windows and other areas
outside the 30-year-old stadium. Six
people were arrested for unruly
behavior, and that was just one

problem.
The press elevator then got
stuck for 41 minutes, but none of
the 18 riding were injured.
This was just the latest trouble
to beset Veterans Stadium. The
turf has been blamed for causing
numerous breaks and tears over
the years, including a career-ending injury to Chicago Bears receiver Wendell Davis in 1993.
Davis tore the patella tendons
in both of his knees on the same
play. Eagles linebacker Byron
Evans broke his tibia and tore up
his knee attempting to make a
tackle in 1994. Several other players have gone down since.

Charity
Golfers

What Is Your Retirement Plan Doing?
•Is your retirement plan a lazy dog or a watch dog?

•Fetch. Retrieve your retirement assets that may have strayed.
•Rollover.With the new tax relief law, we'll show you how to
discipline your retirement accounts.
Join guests Scott Zarinelli of Edward Jones, Mike Rose of
Lord Abbett and Tom Foster of Hartford Life as they discuss the details, options and rules regarding rollovers.

This program is free, but seating is limited.To reserve your
seat or for more information, please call or stop by today.
Tuesday,August 21, 200 I

at the corners. After McGwire's
sac fly to the warning track in
right-center, Albert Pujols walked
and reliever Hector Mercado walked
Jim Edmonds to load the bases.
After Scott Sullivan struck out
Craig Paquette, Renteria grounded
a 2-1 pitch between shortstop and
third base.
"He's tough and he's got a lot
of different pitches," Renteria said.
"I waited for mine — inside."
Andy Benes (7-6) struck out
Aaron Boone, the only batter he
faced, to end the eighth for his
150th career victory.

LOCAL ANNUAL
MEETING NOTICE
SOUTHERN
STATES

Winners in the women's
division of the 17th annual Jeanne Falwell Memorial Golf Tournament were
Della Miller (above, left)
and Wanda Brown, who
carded a 4-under 68 in the
two-person scramble event.
(Left) Janelle
Sumner,
director of the Kentucky
Leukemia & Lymphoma
Society, was on hand for
Friday's competition at
Oaks Country Club.

For members of SSC, Inc
— Calloway Service

Wednesday, August 15, 2001
11:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
Bar-b-Que lunch will be servedfrom
11:00 a.m. until 1:00 p.m.

5-6 p.m.(CT)
Eric PennIston
600 Main Street
Murray, KY 42071
270-753-7401

Business meeting immediately after meal.
East Sycamore
Murray, Kentucky

-

OIL CHANGE SPECIAL

513.95*
(*On most cars & trucks)

www.edwardjones.com
Member S1PC

Edward Jones
Serving Individual Investor, Since 1871

Agenda includes annual elections and
management reports.
Register to win door prizes!

We Also Have A Wide Selection Of New & Used Tires)

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
96 East Main Street • 753-5606

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

SCOREBOARD
Sponsored By:

Haverstock and Suiter
Insurance Agency
Van Haverstock

Representing

Nobody can protect your AUTO
any better than we can!
211 S. 12th St. • Murray, KY • 753-3415
MAJOR LEAGUE BASEBALL

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
L Pct. GB
Philadelphia
52
556
65
53 547
1
Atlanta
64
504
6
Florida
58
59
New York
54
64
458 11 1/2
Montreal
69
415 16 1/2
49
Central Division
L Pct. GB
W
51
568
Houston
67
1/2
Chicago
51
564
66
St Louis
55
530 4 1/2
62
66
426 16 1/2
Milwaukee
49
Cincinnati
48
69 410 18 1/2
72
Pittsburgh
45
385 21 1/2
West Division
W
L Pct. GB
51
67
568
Arizona
1
San Francisco
52
559
66
2
Los Angeles
65
53
551
San Diego
57
60 487 9 1/2
Colorado
49
68 419 17 1/2
Monday's Games
Houston 9, Chicago Cubs 5
St Louis 3. Cincinnati 2
Arizona 3, Pittsburgh 0
Today's Games
Chicago Cubs at Houston. 7:05 p.m.
Philadelphia at Milwaukee, 7:05 p.m.
Cincinnati at St Louts, 7:10 p.m.
Atlanta at Colorado, 8 05 p.m.
N Y Mets at San Diego, 9:05 p.m.
Pittsburgh at Arizona, 9.05 p.m.
Montreal at Los Angeles. 9.10 p.m.
Florida at San Francisco, 9.15 p.m.

AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pct.
New York
69
49 585
51
65
Boston
560
55
63 466
Toronto
49
415
69
Baltimore
42
77
Tampa Bay
353
Central Division
W
L Pct.
52
Cleveland
65
556
54
64
542
Minnesota
57
59 491
Chicago
48
68 414
Detroit
48
70
407
Kansas City
West Division
L
W
85
33
50
68
62
56
52
66

Seattle
Oakland
Anaheim
Texas

GB
3
14
20
27 1(2
GB
1
7
16
17

1/2
1/2
1/2
1 12

Pct. GB
720
576 17
525 23
441
33

Mondays Game
Tampa Bay 5, Minnesota 1

Today's Games
Seattle at 'Boston, 6:05 p.m
Oakland at Toronto, 6.05 p.m.
Anaheim at Detroit, 6:05 p.m
Minnesota at Cleveland, 6:05 p.m.
Kansas City at Baltimore, 6:05 p.m
Tampa Bay at N Y. Yankees, 6:05 p.m.
Texas at Chicago White Sox, 7:05 p.m

TUESDAY AUGUST 14, 2001

Astros beat Cubs
for Central lead
HOUSTON(AP)— Moving into
first place wasn't much cause for
celebration among the Houston
Astros.
Houston finally caught and
passed Chicago after a long chase,
and moved into first place in the
NL Central with a 9-5 victory
over the Cubs on Monday night.
Yet it caused only a mild ripple of satisfaction.
-It's a great way to start the
series," Daryle Ward said. "We
put a stamp that we're ready to
play. But we're not going to jump
up and down like we'd won the
World Series. We've just got to
get some rest and come back and
play our best again tomorrow."
The Astros have won 10 of
their last 13 while the Cubs have
dropped eight of their last 12 to
fall one-half game behind the
Astros, who had been in second
place since June 30.
In other NL games, Arizona
blanked Pittsburgh 3-0 and St. Louis
rallied past Cincinnati 3-2.
The Astros hadn't been alone
in first place since April 14,
although they shared the lead for
one day on May 19.
"I'm rejoicing that we won
tonight, but right now we've just
got to think about winning the

series," Jeff Bagwell said. "We
don't have to sweep, but we do
need to try to win this series. I
don't know if you'd call it floundering, but we were playing .500
ball and that's not going to get it
done.
"We finally started putting the
pieces together and we've played
a lot better baseball."
Craig Biggio hit the first pitch
from Jason Bere (8-6) for his
major league-leading seventh leadoff homer this season and his second in three games. Biggio has
28 career leadoff homers. Bobby
Bonds holds the NL record with
30 leadoff homers. Ward and Vinny
Castilla also homered for the Astros,
who had 13 hits.
The Cubs think the Astros are
wise to keep a low profile on
their rise to first place.
"This is the first time this year
we've been in this situation and
we know we have to come out
of it," Sammy Sosa said. "We've
got a few more games with the
Astros. We are a competitive team
and we will do everything we can
to win."
Shane Reynolds (11-10) pitched
7 1-3 innings to improve to 7-0
with a 2.03 ERA in eight starts
against the Cubs since Aug. 4, 1998.

Kentucky receives Wildcats extend
inquiry from NCAA Morriss' contract
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — The University of Kentucky has until
Oct. 5 to respond to an official letter-of-inquiry from the NCAA
regarding violations in its football program, school officials said
Monday.
Athletics Director Larry Ivy said the university received the letter late last week. It came as no surprise since the school reported more than three dozen possible violations to college football's
governing body in March.
"The encouraging thing is that there are very few new revelations,- Ivy said following a meeting of the UK Athletics Association's board of directors. "I think that shows that they were satisfied that we did a thorough job with our own investigation."
The school's internal probe turned up more than three dozen
violations, some of which will be considered major by the NCAA,
said Sandy Bell, assistant athletics director for compliance.
Most of the violations involved former recruiting coordinator
Claude Bassett, who reportedly improperly cashed two $500 checks
written to Kentucky football camps and sent $1,400 to a Memphis.
Tenn., high school coach as a gift for sending recruits to the school.
The investigation led to the removal of several coaches, including Bassett and head coach Hal Mumme, who resigned on Feb. 6.
The letter basically spells out the findings of the NCAA's investigation into the violations. A few included in the letter were not
uncovered by the time UK turned in the results of its own probe.
One alleges that Mumme arranged for a booster club to supplement the annual salary of two of his personal assistants by $700
per month during the 1999-2000 and 2000-2001 academic years.
Although the NCAA found no evidence that Mumme took part
in any of the violations, the letter alleges that he failed to monitor Bassett after being told of possible violations involving Bassett.

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP)— Ken- first questions a recruit asks is,
tucky football coach Guy Morriss 'Who is the coach going to be'?'
had his initial one-year, $400,000 That had to be addressed."
The only addition to the new
contract extended four years to
contract is a performance clause
run through the 2005 season.
The official announcement of that gives Ivy and Kentucky Presthe extension, which had been ident Lee Todd the right to remove
rumored for weeks, was made Morriss if they feel he is not livMonday by athletics director Larry ing up to their expectations.
"Coach Morriss told me that if
Ivy during a meeting of the UK
Athletics Association's board of we felt he wasn't getting the job
done, he'd step down himself and
directors.
Morriss took over the team on we wouldn't owe him anything,"
Feb. 6, following the resignation Todd said following the meeting.
of coach Hal Mumme in the wake "1 have a lot of respect for him
of a school investigation into for that."
Morriss said he was excited
NCAA violations. in the football
about the extension.
program.
"It shows that the administraMorriss, in his first year as a
head coach at any level, played tion is pleased with what we're
15 years in the NFL and was the doing, that we're headed in the
offensive line coach for the Wild- right direction and reaffirming we
can get the job done." he said.
cats under Mumme.
"I've been encouraged by the
".„
way he's handled the program for
the past six months, the attitude
of the players and the enthusiasm
they've shown," Ivy said.
"Obviously, we feel that the
extension is necessary to assist in
our recruiting efforts. One of the

Rupp Arena
UK's home
through 2018
LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — The
I University of Kentucky will extend
its lease agreement with Rupp
Arena to run through the 2017! 18 basketball season, school officials said Monday.
Athletics Director Larry Ivy
made the announcement Monday
during a meeting of the UK Athletics Association's board of directors. The group approved the extension without opposition.
The school's current lease with
the Lexington Center Corp. runs
through 2004 with a two-year
option. The new extension extends
that agreement 12 years.
Kentucky began playing its
home games in Rupp Arena in
1975.
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CROSSING THE LINE...Jonathan Massengale of Murray
enjoyed a successful stint at the Derby City BMX Marathon
Weekend in Louisville. The 5-year-old rookie placed second in Saturday's race before defeating riders ages 6-8
to win his division in a pair of races Sunday. Massengale will be one of the riders participating in a local
race Friday at 6 p.m. at the BMX Calloway track in Murray-Calloway County Park as he prepares for the Kentucky State Grands in October in Louisville. Registration
for Friday's BMX Calloway competition will be held from
4:30-5:30 p.m.

Wheeler remembered
POMONA, Calif.(AP) — Some ed in all 12 of the Wildcats' games
teammates warmly remembered last year.
Rashidi Wheeler as the kind of
One teammate said that although
prankster you couldn't get mad he was a bit of a trickster —
at. His coach called him a hero. Wheeler had earned the nickname
In a 3 1/2-hour memorial serv- "Bogusman- — his upbeat attiice Monday at First Baptist Church, tude won everyone over.
Kevin Bentley said Wallace once
about 350 family members, friends
and teammates paid tribute to the kicked him out of his dorm room
former Northwestern football play- and made him go to an ATM at
er with songs,flowers. photographs, 10 p.m. to pay him back $2. But,
funny stories and poetry he wrote. Bentley said, -he had that big
Afterward, Wheeler was buried Kool-Aid smile, so you can't get
mad at him."
at Forest Lawn Covina Hills.
"Rashidi was my hero.- said
The 22-year-old safety, a chronic asthmatic, died Aug. 3 after Northwestern coach Randy Walkcollapsing during practice. He start- er.

My wife is

coming home.

"Holland Medical':'

CELLTOUCH,inc.
vertz2nwess
Dixieland Shopping Center
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Call us to compare!
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She has a breathing problem and
Holland Medical specializes in respiratory
equipment like nebulizers and oxygen.,
just said,
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120 Max Hurt Drive
Murray • KY 42071
270.753.1465
Toll Free: 1.800.2274125
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NEW FALL HOURS:
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Murray's Tyler Collins, 15. and Brittany Collins, 13, held their final practice Monday at Ski Nuts Lake before
heading to Bakersfield, Calif. for this
week's U.S. Water Ski National Championships, which begin today.
The siblings are two of the four
members of the Kentucky Ski Nuts
that will compete at nationals, joining
Joe Burkhead and Dylan Marquess of
Murray.

Photographs computer disks and
other information provided to The Murray Ledger & Times sports department
may be picked up following publication at the Ledger office at 1001 Whitnell Ave
For more information, call Mike
Ohstrom at 753-1916 ext 23

a

She's bee-n in the hospital,
and the house sure feels different
without her
She deserves the best, so when they
asked me who's twins to provide the
health equipment she needs at home,
said,

SportsBriefs

The Paducah Storm baseball program will hold tryouts for the 2002
12-year-old traveling team Saturday at
1 p m. at the Storm field at Noble
Park in Paducah.
Eligible players cannot turn 13 years
of age before Aug 1, 2002. For more
information, call Jeff Parker at 270519-0717 or 270-554-2285.
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1914 Broadway
Paducah • KY 42001
270.442-6311
Toll Free: 18002234947

Holland Medical is on call twenty four
hours a day, so I don't have to worry...
And neither does she.
Take my advice, when the time comes,
it makes sense to just say."Holland/:
You don't need to say anything more.

Ask us about accepting
Medicare assignment

759-3663

Chestnut St.

Holland Medical Equipment

WIN DOWS*SIDING*DECKS
"Pre-Season Sale"

*$69.00 PER MONTH*
*ALL CREDIT ACCEPTED!
*NO MONEY DOWN!*NO PYMT. 'TIL SUMMER 2001!
CALL TODAY FOR A FREE ESTIMATE

1-888-670-3035
WEATHERMASTER PRODUCTS

I II Nit':

11111111111'

—k4 ,
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270-753-1916
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CLASS F EDS

Contact Kathy or Tammy
for more information.

et

Just Say "Charge It"

)

VISA

DISPLAY AD RATES

ADJUSTMENTS

LINE AD RATES

$7.00 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.

Advertisers are requested to check the first insertion of' their
ads for any error. Murray Ledger & Times will be responsible
for only one incorrect insertion. Any error should be reported
immediately so corrections can be made.

$7.00 First Day - 20 words or less
Over 20 words $.50 each
Additional Consecutive Days:$.10 per word per day.

(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period.)

$2.50 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
020

060
Kelp Wanted

Notice

PART-TIME cashier Duties including running cash
register, customer service
Apply in person No phone
calls please
Murphy USA
807 N. 12th
in front of Wal-mart

STEVE VIDMER
Attornuv at Law
304 North Fourth Street
Murray, Kentucky
12701 753-1737
Engaged in the General Practice of Law
including

BANKRUPTCY
No Charge for Initial Consultation
Night and Weekend Appointments
Available on Request
THIS IS AN ADVERTISEMENT
Financial Trouble?
Personal. Auto,
Bankrupts? Need help?
Call 1-888-244-6046
GET a Dish Network
Satellite system free,
installed free
Requirements are easy,
Just take $21 99 per month
for lyr & have a valid
credit or debit card. Call
Beasley Antenna & Satellite at 759-0901 for more
information.
LAND for lease
330 acres Prime Hunting.
Bell City, Ky. Deer, Turkeys. & Ducks. 759-4300
PEACHES &
VEGETABLES,ETC
Copeland Orchards
Mayfield Ky 42066
623-8312.

BIBLE
MESSAGE
759-5177
Lost and Found
FOUND Female Tab kitten 2 to 3 months old
found in the area of Oaks
County Club 753-3119
LOST male yellow Lab
about two months ago
Goes by the name of Henry Call 759-9215
LOST Small Pekingese
looking dog on 7-26 at
McDonald's parking lot 2
white front legs & tail that
curls over the back $100
reward 270-753-4828
THIS space is reserved
the day might come,
Your pet has strayed
can't find its way home.
Just give us a call, well
be glad to help.
Your loved one we'll
try to find,
'Cause we all have Furry
or Feathered Friends.
Here at the
Ledger & Times.

060
Help Wanted
GOLF Course
Superintendent
Send resume to:
Benton County Club
P.O. Box 221
Benton, K. 42025
Attn: Larry McCully
IMMEDIATE OPENING for
Receptionist/ BookkeeperMust be friendly and easy
to talk with. Experience in
Quickbooks a must. Experience in Excel and Access
helpful. Apply in person to
Automated Direct Mail,
87 Spruce Street, Suite B.
Murray, KY 42071
LOCAL Distribution Company seeking warehouse
personnel Excellent pay &
benefits. 401K, profit sharing. Send resume to P.0
Box 1040-G, Murray. KY
42071 EOE
LOCAL Irrigation company
needing installers Advance potential for the
right people Must be honest. dependable & hard
working Start immediate
435-4776
DRYWALL finishers and
753
laborers needed
6415

RESTAURANT
manager needed.
Sonic Of Murray is now
take applications for
shift managers. Prior
restaurant management
experience
preferred.
Must be able to work
days, nights, & weekends. Pay rate will be dependent on previous
management experience.
Apply in person or send
resume to Sonic Drive-in
217 S. 12th St. Murray,
Ky 42071. No phone
calls please.
SEARS in Murray
912 South 12th Street
Bel Air Shopping Center
Immediate opening for fulltime lead delivery person
with warehouse and light
Assembly duties. Mail or
bring in resume. No phone
calls please.
SENIOR Accountant
Murray area. Salary per
experiences Qualification
Degree in accounting and
finance. Computer preferred, self starter, and literacy Experience: General
Ledger, Accounts payable,
Payroll, General Accounting background, Prepare
budgets and forecast. Fax
resume to 270-444-0389
SONIC Drive-In of Murray is now taking applications for crew members for all shifts. No
phone calls please. Apply in person at Sonic
Drive-in 217 S. 12th St.
Murray.

VIC ts I- VI
t
NOW HIRING FOR MURRAY LOCATION
Taking applications for all positions
Applications available at 1005
Arcadia Circle Wed.,Aug. IS,
9-11 a.m. and 1-4 p.m.
Applications also available at Puryear location

HIRING ON THE SPOT!!!
18 Wheels In 15 Days
$600-$800 Weekly 1st Year
No Out Of Pocket, if Qualify
No Employment Contracts

nionoirs..

260 Immediate Openings

Help Wanted
ATTENTION WORK
FROM HOME
With your computer
Earn up to $1,500-57,500
PT/FT
Toll Free 1-877-781-9582
www nobossmorecash corn
Join the 'team!

#61&
Lawn & Landscape
Service
Maintenance Division
has full & PT openings.
For energetic, team
oriented people.
Students Welcome
to apply
Call Chris
753-5726
BRITTHAVEN of Benton is
now seeking a quality assurance nurse full RN
Must be license in the
state of Kentucky Please
apply in person at Britthaven of Benton 2607 Main
st Benton EOE/AAE
DRIVER TRAINEES
NEEDED NOW'
Need a great career?
Werner needs entry- level
truck drivers No experiEarn
ence necessary
$600 to MO per week
plus benefits NO COL?
NO PROBLEM, CDL training is now available in your
area 1-800-242-7364

090
Domestic & Childcare

Want Big Bucks SSS
Drive Big Trucks!!!

CALL NOW!!! 800-398-9908
KENTUCKY AREA
TRUCKERS

Apartments For Rent

Apartments For Rent

1BR and 2br duplex apart- 1 OR 2br apts near downments, furnished excellent town Murray starting at
neighborhood near MSU $200/mo. 753-4109.
omplete
No pets $225 to $395 per
1 or 2br., apt. at 1610
month. 753-8585
are
Farmer. No pets. All utilitMATTRESS
&
box 1br apartment, furnished ies paid. 759-4826.
Free Sitter Referral Service
springs, full size Stearns and all utilities paid. $285.
month plus deposit. Near
Southside Manor Apts
& Foster. 10 yrs old $40
References Available
downtown. 436-2755.
1, 2 & 3br. apts.
759-9616_
Experienced Care For Elderly
Section 8 housing
ROUND pedestal kitchen 1BR apt available, all apAshley Farley
753-8221
table, four chairs, wood, pliances furnished. Mur270-759-8596
EHO
great condition Call 759- Cal Realty. 753-4444.
372 Tom Taylor Tr.
1BR Apt $225
1207 after 4:00 weekdays.
Murray, KY 42071
Small pets okay
SPECIAL order King round
Coleman RE
bed has stereo, mirrored
759-4118
ceilings, motion lights.
2 - 4br Houses
BABYSITTER needed for
massage option. Smith 1BR efficiency (2 room)Near downtown
5yr. old. 2pm-11:30pm. My
Appliance Parts
walk to MSU partial utilities
Mattress.(270)851-3160
753-4109
home or yours. Every
paid. $285. 753-1492.
house. Applian3br.,
weekend plus 2 afternoons
BASSETT sleeper sofa. 1BR, like new, appliances. 2 to
1yr leasefurnished.
ces
during the week. Weeklike new. $250 (3) 30" Coleman RE 759-4118.
no pets- references reends are flexible. Call 759black metal bar stool with 1BR.
furnished
apt.
753-4181 or 4890207. Must be dependabacks and padded white $225/mo. + deposit No quired.
2181
ble!
vinyl square seats $75
pets. 121 N. next to Fairset 753-8016
2BR, lease & deposit regrounds. 753-3139.
BABYSITTER
needed
Weekdays Monday-Friday.
2BR brick duplex, new ap- quired. No pets. Call after
Court Square • Murray
pliances, WD hookup. 4:00 753-0728.
Call 759-0861
Antiques
Central heat & air, storage 2BR. near MSU. $350/mo.
GENERAL Housecleaning
with stove, refrig., w&d
753-3802
Presidential spoon collec- shed. Quite area
ceiling fans. Lease/depos436-5685.
MRS Kim's Daycare now
tion. Consists of Presi
has openings for infant
dents George Washington 2BR Duplex. 1.5 bath. it, references, no pets
ANTIQUES
753-1059
through School age
thru Lydon B Johnson $425 p/mo. 753-9113.
Old toys, advertising
767-0791
Presidential bust on top of 2BR duplex, 207 S. 11th 2BR., 1 1/2 bath. 2 miles
items, antique furniture
from town, Water furnishspoon, name engraved on $325. p/mo. 753-3415.
WILL DO GENERAL
and primitives.
stove/refrigerator.
spoon, special events in 2BR. 2 bath. W&D hook- ed,
HOUSE CLEANING
We buy 1 or all!
the bowl of spoon. Price up. 1 block from MSU $275 + deposit. 753-1059
Call Linda 759-9553
Call 753-3633 ask
$395. p/month plus depos- References required No
$200. Call 753-6660 day
for Larry.
it. Reference required. pets
190
100
753-3949 or 759-3050 af- 3-4 bedroom. sunroom, livGOOD used carpet. Frost
Farm Equipment
Business
ingroom, large kitchen/dinter 6pm.
free refrigerator. Good
Opportunity
2BR. Near MSU New car- ing, 2 5 bath, utility with
used air conditioners 753- ATTENTION
Farmers
pet, paint & wallpaper washe & dryer, new cenAREA Travel Agency fo 4109.
Corn almost ready? Dump
heating
&
air
C/H/A $300. Also 2br. tral
WANT TO BUY
sale. Email serious inqui
trl for sale. 11 to 1200 bu
$560/month & deposit
$250 Coleman RE
ries:
*GOOD use riding mower
capacity. Call 270-492753-1378.
tylagt2001usOsahoo cern
759-4118
*Good or bad Master Craft 8892.
4BR Townhouse
3BR home with Den.
riding
mower
for
parts
COMMERCIAL Building
200
Coleman RE
Close to town, 753-9841
753-3696
500 N 4th St
Sports Equipment
7594118
436-2051.
Call 877-726-4077 for
150
more information
Articles
GT Mach 1 Professiona
For Sale
HOME WORKERS
BMX bike Excellent condi
Needed.
tion $170 OBO 489-2057
$635 weekly processing
1213 N. 16th St.- Murray JO'
mail Easy! No experience
Musk*
Dump & Walking
Accepting applications.
needed
Floor
Call 1-888-517-2362
I & 2 bedroom townhouses.
CLARINET. Excellent con
Load Available
Ext. 4605 24hrs
central heat & air.
dition. 270-527-8822.
LAZ-E-BOY
sleeper
couch, in good shamo

APPLIANCE PARTS

d

Ward Elkins

FORREST VIEW
APARTMENTS

SAWDUST

Call (270)667-7694
After 6 p.m.

Computers

'Call 753-1916
060

Domestic & Childcare

$2.50 extra for Shopper 'Tues. Classifieds go into Shopping Guide l $2.50 extra for blind box ads.

COMPAQ Computer 40
GIG harddnve, 900 MHZ
DVD
10x
processor,
8x4x32 CDRW, 128 Meg
Ram $550 753-8630
KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New computers $399
Upgrades & Repairs
Internet Service
On 121S
436-5933.
9a.m -7p.m
Mon-Sat
Visa/ Mastercard
LAPTOP computer. Ashton Digital. Brand new.
Pentium III/ 1,000 mhz
processor/256 mb Ram/
20 GB hard drive/ 8X
DVD/ 56 K V-90 modem/
LI/ VS/ 1.44 floppy drive/
Windows ME/ 14.1 TFT/
Internet ready. Priced
$1895. Call 753-6660 day
753-7955 night ask for Hal

LAPTOP computer. Compaq 1200 XL-325. Pentium
III/ 650 mhz processor/
64 mb Ram/ 6 GB Smart
The Bestway Package
hard drive/56 ITU V-90
modem/
1.44
floppy
Puts You First!
drive/10-100 base-T etherHome most weekends!
net/ 13.3 TFT/ Windows
Paid health & life ins. 100%!
Earn up to $915.00, week or more! ME/ Internet ready Priced
$1100. Call 753-6660 days
Minimum age + CDL 4- 1 yr. OTR
753-7955 night Ask for
NO TOUCH DROP & HOOK
Hal.
Automotive Freight
MDM COMPUTERS
Bestway Express, Inc.
A+ Certified Technician
800-886-7633 EOE
On site service
www.bestwayexpressinc.com
759.3556
How's your home time?
Is your insurance paid?
Good wages every week?

200 Yamaha 4-wheeler &
Murray 12.5 riding mower_
Both in excellent condition.
436-2867.
A collector's dream! Loads
of baseball & football
cards for sale. Baseball
cards include: Jackie Robinson, Stan Musial. Duke
Snider & Roy Campanella
rookie. Cards range from
'50s thru today_ Call 7679339 for more information.
FOLD up treadmill 7530586 Can be seen at
1300 Johnson Blvd
MACHINE quilting
$31.50 reg size
Murray Sewing Center
759-8400
ORLANDO Beach area 7
days/ six night stay. Paid
$600. sell for $199 Call
502-329-0386
'RAINBOW
vacuum
sweeper with Aqua Mate
shampooer Excellent condition $350 OBO
•Oster mixer with blender
Great condition $60
489-2917
STORAGE Buildings built
on site. Lowest price in
area Call 437-4877
STRAW for sale $2 bale
Call 489-2436 if no answer, leave message
YAMAHA golf cart, like
new,
gas
powered
$1,600 759-0029 after
6pm

Large Selection

Production Control Supervisor
Information Systems/Operations & Systems, Murray State
University. Position to begin August 2001. Qualifications: Three
years of satisfactory experience in Computer Operations is required
and Associate Degree in Computer Studies is preferred. Preference
will be given to candidates with IBM Enterprise Operating Systems
experience in a mainframe environment. Responsibilities:
Responsible for the daily operation of the mainframe computer and
peripheral equipment, control of data within the central computer
center and liaison with user departments regarding scheduled processing of production systems. Supervise and train Computer
Operators for management of Online Data Entry system and database, and ensure the security and recovery of mission-critical data.
Application Deadline: August 17, 2001. To Apply: Send letter of
application, resume, and names/addresses/phone numbers of three
references to: Manager of Operations and Systems, Murray State
University, 214 Industry and Technology Building. Murray, KY
42071. Women and minorities are encouraged to apply. Murray State
University is an equal education and employment opportunity,
M/F/D, AA employer.

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
On the Square
7534713
CLOTHES dryer heavy
duties, portable, 110 volts
like new $100 436-5959.
SMALL chest freezer
35x23x34 like new 4 yr
Sears warranty $180
767-9542

ALL furniture and bedding
on sale,"
Carraway Furniture
105N 3rd
753-1502

STUDENT band trumpet
Good Shape $150
767-0850

White Homes For Sale
16X80 mobile home 3br
2 bath Excellent condition
$19,500 Call 753-7655
leave message
1973 Capella 2 br. 1 bath
all furnished with good A/C
and appliances. $1.400.
(270)436-6321 afternoons.
1992 Fleetwood- 2br.. 2
bath, utility room, deck,
concrete steps. 492-8509.
Must be moved. All appliances included.
1993 16x80 Southridge.
3br, 2 bath. vaulted ceilings, 2 porch Must be
moved. $13,500. 436-5080
'89 Clayton 14x60 mobile
home in good condition.
New carpet, 8x20 deck,
8x10 shed Lot rent possible. $8,000. 759-9594.
FOR sale a 1988 Fair Vista, 14x72 mobile home,
with carport and storage
building on a .6 acre
wooded lot at 1211 Lynn
Lawson Road, Murray, Ky.
Approximately 5.1 mites
northwest of Murray off
Hwy. 121. Priced at
$28,000 or best otter.
For more information
call 270-767-2265
extension 386.
Mobile Homes For Rent
14X60 $260 p/mo
12x60 $200 p/mo
753-6012
3 br,, 2 bath home 10 minutes to MSU $550/mo
plus deposit 270-2475872 evenings
NICE 2br, Mobile home
No pets 753-9866"°

LOT for rent 492-8488
LOT For Rent 753-9866
Apartments For Rent
1&2 bedroom Apts
Apply at Mur-Cal Apts
902 Northwood Dr
Monday
Wednesday Friday
Phone 759-4984
Equal Housing
Opportunity

Basic Rent starting at $315.00
Office Hours: 10 a.m.-2 p.m. Mon.-Fri.

Call (270) 753-1970
TDD 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283

340
Houses For Rent
RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Cali Today!
753-8668.
3BR house for rent 811
Coldwater Road Lease&
Deposit 759-3555 after
5pm
3BR, 2 bath in county
$500 mo plus deposit
489-2296
3BR, 2 bath, brick minutes from town. Gas
heat, central air. $500. Deposit, $500. Rent. No pets.
Reference required. 7536105 after 5pm.
360
Storage Rentals

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853
CREEKVIEW STORAGE$20-$40 On Center Drive
Behind Tom's Grille
759-4081
LAKE Side Rental
New New New 22 units
11x21x12' H
11x42x12'H with plug in's
& lights.
Ideal for small contractors
and boat storage. more
storage for your money.
Ph 559-8487 753-0039,
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available. 753-2905 or 7537536.
PREMIER MINISTORAGE
'Inside climate control
storage
'Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
.We sell boxes!
•We rent U-Hauls
*Heated Boat &
RV Storage
753-9600

CI

ommercia I Prop.
2BR Log home, in country
For Sale
near Kentucky Lake, Stove
and
refrigerator $550 FOR sale- Small Commer
p/mo.
$400
deposit. cial building, Main St.. Ha
zel Ky. Approx. 500 sq.
(731)584-5469.
Phone 270-753-1691 or
HOUSE 3, 4 bedroom. 270-753-1364.
Central air/heat. 1,2,3.
Apartments furnished near
MSU.
753-1252 753-0606
AKC Golden Retriever
NEAR University- Extra
puppies
$400
each
large 2 B/R apt. Large liv(270)247-8059
ing room Kitchen-dinette
combo, Central elec. H/A, AKC registered, short
range, refrigerator, dispos- haired, miniature Dachser, dishwasher, washer- hund. Born 4th of July.
Price Negotiable.
dryer
575-0670
5200 Deposit4br, Diuguid Drive. Cole$350 Mo.($250 1st mo.) AKC Shelties. Tn-colors &
man RE 759-4118.
sables. Males & females.
753-4560 M-F
EXTRA nice, quiet area, NICE 2br duplex w/car- ready August 8th 270great location. 1br, 1 bath, port 1821 Ridgewood Dr 210-0724 270-474-8083
Central gas heat/ air, all 753-7457
appliances with W/D, 1
410
410
year lease. 1 month deposit. No pets. 753-2905
Public Sale
Public Sale
FOR Rent Apartment Oak
Hill Dr. Spacious 1br., CM
and air. all appliances,
S300 per mo.. deposit, no

2BR duplex in NurThwuud
$425/mo 759-4406
2BR. Duplex. C/H/A, stove
& refrigerator. 753-8067
No pets.
2BR., townhouse. Brick,
C/H/A, all appliances.
Clean, nice Northwood
Dr. 1yr lease No pets.
753-3153
7537900.
2BR., very nice furnished
apt C/H/A, available now.
Coleman RE 759-4118
4-5 Bedrooms- 1.5 blocks
to MSU- partial utilities
paid- gas heat- new appliances. 753-1492.

[ABSOLUTE AUCTION
NO MINIMUMS! NO RESERVATIONS!
GREAT 2br /1 bath duplexes/townhouses
in
Northwood or Cambridge
Lawncare & appliances
furnished. No pets
753-2062 Days
437-4833 Nights &
Weekends
3BR, 2 bath, redecorated,
stove/Refregerator Great
location near MSU Parking. No Pets $595/Mo.
753-8585 (Rent to own).
AURORA Duplex. 2br up
$495 p/mo. 1br down $175
p/mo includes utilities
1-800-531-2246
NICE & clean 2 bedroom,
refrigerator, stove, new
washer & dryer. carport,
storage sled No pets
Rent & deposit S400 Call
753-7920
NICE 3br, 1 bath, W/D
hookup, dishwasher 2
blocks from MSU $550
p/month plus deposit Reference required 753-3949
or 759-3050 after 6pm
SMALL 2br brick house 1
mile from city limits Hwy
641 S $325 753-6156

Saturday, August 25th, At 10:00 A. M.
"Air. & Mrs. Prentice Duncan"
MI asa-ItOt DIV Mama-a-any, Dal,
Near Dexter "Brooks Chapel"
From Murray. Take Hwy 641 North 8 Miles To Hwy 1346 From
Hardin, Take Hwy 641 Or Hwy 1824 South 1 5 Miles To Hwy
1346, Proceed East 1 5 Miles To Brooks Chapel Road, Proceed
South 1 Mile To Bray Lane.... Signs Posted!!

74.878 ACRES
In 6 Tracts & Combinations
North Central Calltyway County
Tracts From 6 Acres To 33 Acre*
NICE MINI TRACT HOME SITES!!
'

. .ALL TRACTS HAVE PAVED ROAD FRONTAGE!!
Fronting Brooks Chapel Rd & Bray Lane
Woods - Fields - Country Settings
Roiling Terrain - Outstanding Huntingill
15%. Down With A Minimum Deposit Of
S3 000.00 Per Tra
Balance In '30 Da

I
JAMES R. CASH

C

74AUCTIONEER A REAL ESTATE BOER
FANCY FARM. KY. 270-623-8466
'
nC
-THE SELLING MACHINE'

n

CaN For Brochure - setrowejemearcash.cons

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
380
Pets & Supplies

460
Homes For Sabo

Used Cars

GOTTA SEE THIS ONE!
DOG Obedience
997 Nissan 4dr. PathfindPriced like a fixer upper,
Master Trainer
er. Nice. 37,xxx miles.
but everything new and
436-2858
Must sell. $17,000. 753SHIH-TZU puppies for ready to move into 2br, 1 0434_
utility
room
bath,
carport
sale
731-782-3143 Or
'93 Dodge Shadow
$39,900
731-352-0037
'85 Jeep Cherokee Laredo
435-4632 or 559-8510
'67 Dodge 1 -ton
MUST see!
Livestocit & Supplies
436-5477
Garden patio home Low
FOR SALE
CLEAN Hybrid Bermuda 70's. 2br. 2 bath whirlpool,
Silver 1996 Plymouth
hay square or round
3 fans, vaulted livingroom
Breeze. 4dr.
and den, 1 car garage
bales,
good condition
Porch porch patio, fenced,
753-5719 559-1761
Over 100,000 miles
ROLLED Hay for sale $20 custom decorated., handi- If interested in buying call
capped accessible, appliper roll Call 436-2456
759-9215
ances. 270-753-5819.

Real Estate
HALEY Professional
Appraising
270-759-4218
For What It's Worth"
440

Lots For We
(2) 3/4 acre lots 7 miles
North, Murray 753-1967
3 lots
12x50 bld water, septic. 1
block from boat ramp.
$10,500. OBO 759-5945
436-6320.
LOTS for sale. Starling at
$11,000. Price includes
water, septic & driveway.
Also land home packages.
270-437-4838.
SADDLE Creek Subdivision. Restricted. Quiet
neighborhood. All utilities
underground. Bargain at
$14,500. 753-2556.
Farms For Sale
3800sqft. 2 story log
home-- 13 acres fenced
w/pond-- 60x30 shop
120x50 barn winding
arena-- 3 other outbuildings-- 6 miles east of Murray. Phone (day) 753-1844
(night) 753-7687.

[En

Acreage

12 acres. 10 minutes
Murray
of
Southeast
$14,950. Easy terms
753-9302
460
Homes For Sale
CHARMING 5yr old 5br.
21/2 bath, on wooded lot
Priced $10,000 under ap
praisal at $145,900 Cal
753-6098 after 5 30pm

EXCEPTIONAL 3br, 2
bath, red brick double lot,
town edge Call 753-4109
nice
EXCEPTIONALLY
2br 1 bath near MSU
C/H/A, fenced in back yard
with deck, extra storage
space $60's 753-8764
FOR Sale by Owner
3br, 2 bath, C/H/A, gas
heat 2000+ sq. tt. including
2 car garage, vinyl siding.
80's. 270-767-9369
EXCEPTIONAL 2br, den,
large fenced backyard,
double carport w/storage.
In a good neighborhood in
city. 753-5114. 759-8200.

Vans
DODGE
Caravan
LE
1990, 140.xxx, all highway. very good engine,
maintained, new parts
270)753-2009

Boats & Motors
1994 Chaparral 180 LS
Ski Boat Excellent condition Always kept inside
Includes trailer and lots of
extras $8,200 Please call
753-1573
2000- 186 Triton with 150
XR6 Mercury. Excellent
condition.
Tournament
ready. $18,700_ 489-6260
92 24tt Lowe Pontoon
90Hp Evinrude $6,000
759-1519.
Services Offered
A affordable hauling, junk
clean up, tree work, gutter
cleaning 436-2867

WE SERVICE
All Major Appliances
and Most Mator Brands

Ward-Elkins
1984 GMC 3/4 ton
4-wheel drive $1,250
767-0294
1986 GMC, 4wd, 305, fair
condition motor and transmission good. $1,500
436-2007.
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On The Square • Murray
(270) 753-1713
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
Finish.
18Yrs experience_
New Construction*
Remodeling* Repairs•
Concrete Work
AGC Certified.
435-4272.

ALL Carpentry,
Electrical.
Home building, additions,
YOU SHOW US:,
-Average credit (not perfect)• Steady income history
remodeling. Rotten floors,
WE SHOW YOU:
sagging roofs. Home &
•100% loan, no money down • Flexible, forgiving program
Mobile repair, vinyl siding.
•Excellent fixed rate - .30 y,.r
References. Call Larry
Nimmo,
753-9372, 753-0353
Gem Puckett • Pat Butler • Jacquelsn Watson
ANTENNAS
Including
753-7407 • Ill N. 12th St. Suite B
RV's, TV Towers, rotors,
1989 Ford F-450 Superd- amplifiers, and accesso470
uty, 12'bed 42" metal ries.
Motorcycles & ATV's
Dish Network & Direct TV
sides, steel floor. pto hoist,
Satellite Systems, Sales.
eneng.,
5
speed
460
gas
1999 Honda Recon. 4Service and Installation.
wheeler. Good shape. gine needs work, good
Beasley's Antenna
145K
mi.
new
paint,
tires,
753Call
OBO.
$2000
& Satellite,
after
8pm
498-8950
Call
8087.
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
1992 Chevy S-10, extend95 Honda XR 250R
270-759-0901.
ed cab truck, excellent
4 stroke $1,600 OBO
ASPHALT contractor
condition, low miles
753-1529
Mitchell Brother Paving
759-1994 or 559-2620
Specializing in,
*Driveways, *Parking lots,
Used Gars
*Subdivision paving, *Seal
Boats & Motors
coating, *Stripping,
1991 Eagle Talon $2,500
*Chip & seal.
492-6177
1992 Manta Ray Ski boa
Fully insured,
1994 Oldsmobile Cutlass only 94 hrs on engine, ride
Locally
owned & operated.
consteering,
great
guide
playrims,
Cd
Suprerne-S,
Over 30yrs experience
er, 12" sub w/amp, P/VV, dition. Asking S8,000. Call
759-0501
P/L, C/C. $6,000 080 759-4265.
753-1537_
753-3790. cell 853-3994

Global Mortgage Link
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Offered
BURL'S Wrecker Service
BODY Wash
24 hours, Fast Service
Under new management,
400 N 4th St
Jerry Starks
270-759-2295
15yrs experience Handwash starting at $1500 CARPORTS Starting at
Wash & wax $35.00 and $675 installed Roy Hill
up Ph 753-0548
(270)436-2113
A time to take care of your
home Affordable work
done to perfection building, remodeling, additions,
porches, decks, roofing,
siding, concrete, fences,
furniture design, and restoration. Free Estimates.
753-4380.
A-1 Tree Service
Stump Removal
492-8737.
437-3044
Free Estimates
AAA CUSTOM BUILT
Decks, Home Additions,
Remodeling, Vinyl Siding,
Garages, Carports, Pole
Barns, Metal Buildings,
Fencing. Hardwood Floors
Installed & Finished. Quality Workmanship. Affordable Rates. Licensed.
753-7860. 753-9308.
AHART & Culver
Septic Installation
Also top soil and gravel
437-4838 or (270)5594986
COMPLETE LAWN CARE
OF MURRAY
Friday Openings Available
*Lawn mowing,
*Landscaping,
•Bed mulching.
Residental-Commerical
Free Estimates -Insured.
270-759-4762
270-753-6772
DECKS, Roofing, Vinyl
Siding. Quality Work. Free
Estimates. Over 25 Years
Experience. Gerald Walters. 753-2592.
FENCING
Midway Fence. All types.
Complete services.
Reasonable prices.
Free Estimate Insured.
Dickie Farley. 759-1519.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Trimming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insured. 489-2839.

LEE'S
CARPET
CLEANING
*Carpets •Furniture
*Emergency water
removal
*Free Estimates.
*Wrinkle Repair
*Quick Drying

MOVING
Lamb Brothers
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured Call
Luke Lamb At
1-800-611-6854
270-753-2555
PAINTER
Will paint inside and outside $40 to $50 a room
492-6278
ROOF LEAKING'?
Call a professional
Residential, Commercial
or Industrial.
270-435-4645.
SUREWAY
TREE SERVICE
Stump Removal
Insured with full line of
equipment
Free estimates
753-5484

Horoscopes
BY JACQUELINE BIGAR
HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday.
Aug 15,2001
Your instincts work for you and always
land you in good stead You are ending a
cycle that began about 10 years ago You
might want to do some reflection this
year about what you want for the next 11
years. You find an ear with a dear fnend
or adviser, with whom you can share
nearly everything This person opens
doors and helps you gain insight If you
are single, you might fall into an important relationship that helps you see life
from a different perspective. If attached,
the two of you grow closer through more
frequent weekends away. Act like lovers
again. CANCER understands you too
well.
The Stars Show the Kind of Day You'll
Have
5-Dynamic.
4-Positive.
3-Average, 2-So-so, 1-Difficult

ARIES (March 21-Apnl 19)
*** Someone whispers in your ear.
You cannot afford to overlook this piece
of information. While others could be
Asphalt Seal Coating
bowled over by a sequence of events,
Travis Asphalt Sealing
you
center. You know that all's well that
*Driveways
ends well. Tonight: Call an older family
*Parking lots
member.
FREE ESTIMATES
TAURUS (April 20-May 201
753-2279
**** Let a loved one flatter you and
Asphalt SEALCOATING
dote on you Walk into your day feeling
Call Ronnie Geunn
adored. You will handle unexpected bolts
"The Asphalt Doctor"
from a higher-up Though the Bull is a
•Compare our work
fixed sign, your mind quickly adapts to
*Compare our prices
change.
Good news follows you.
*References furnished
*Workmanship & Matenal Tonight: Take a midweek break with a
fnend.
Guarantee
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*Fully Insured
**** You build strong foundations.
*Free Estimates
Your ability to think through problems
270-759-1953.
BACKHOE & TRUCKING keeps you on the path to success
Unexpected news needs to be assimilated
ROY HILL.
once you get past the immediate upset
Septic system, gravel,
Money plays a significant role Tonight•
white rock
Be generous emotionally if not financial436-2113
Free Column

FREE to good home, 7
mo. old female Cocker
Spaniel & Dachshund mix.
Has had all shots.
753-0115 or 759-1908.

FREE PALLETS
U-haul off Murray
Ledger & Times

753-1916

753-5827.
Services Offered

Services Offered

Services Offered

Services Offered

tnend or associate expresses nervousness
through unanticipated behavior Tonight
Do for you
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept 22)
*** You could be far more tired than
you realize. Slow down and take frequent
breaks. You don't want to make a needless mistake. Your mind might be working like mad, but your body doesn't follow. You energize with fnends Tonight
Give yourself time to veg.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** Take charge and you'll gain professionally. Your decisions guide others
through the unexpected. Deal with a
child's or loved one's upset as well.
Others clearly need your attention and
time. Willingly give your time, but don't
allow anyone to take advantage of your
good mood. Tonight: In the limelight.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Reach out for information. Pull
out all the stops. Others might be
extremely upset, and this might affect
your own well-being. Focus and concentrate on your responsibilities. Good news
comes from your pursuit of answers.
Tonight: Escape your day-to-day worries.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
**** Surprising conversation could
throw many into a tizzy, but not you.
Seek out important news, and weigh
facts A partner or associate comes
through for you. either financially or
emotionally. Work with someone and
success surrounds you. Tonight: Enjoy
the riches of a relationship.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 191
*** You could be upset by a financial
matter, but discussing it really doesn't
help. You respond to another's companionship. A relationship becomes more
and more special, if you let it. If single.
you might have met the right person.
Tonight: Out for dinner.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
**** Your life takes on an even richer tone. An opportunity walks through
the door, if not today. then soon. What
might appear as bad news will, in fact.
create a good opportunity. Let others
worry. You need to act. Tonight: Make an
unavoidable chore fun.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20)
**** Stop living and breathing emotional drama. You might enjoy life if you
added more creativity: to the here and
now. Please note another's interest in
you, if single. If attached, your focus is
on children. Share more of your dreams.
Tonight: Play the night away.

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** You might think someone has
let you down. But you could look at this
situation from a totally different perspective, if you so choose. When dealing with
others, remember what you ultimately
want, and don't veer from that objective.
Buy a lottery ticket at lunchtime.
Tonight: Remember that you are lucky.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 221
*** Scope out a situation by saying
little and observing a lot. Use your intu- BORN TODAY
ition. What is shared in confidence might Chef Julia Child (1912), Emperor
make you ill at ease. Still, you must Napoleon I (1769), actor Ben Affleck
remain silent. Avoid a power play. A (1972)

Thai's Corner

630
[ Services Offered

PAGE 9

Services Offered

Restaurant

4111111&
.40e;440214tos
Your Ad Could Be ifficida*mtm
Meta( Roofing
Here For Only
for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
to the inch the same day.Trim
$150.00 Per Month! &cutaccessories
in stock. Also post
frame building material.
For More Information Call
753-1916 And Ask For Kathy or
Tammy In Classified Department.

Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

SERVICE
DIRECTORY
Spring fix-up time is almost here! Get
your home into great shape with the
help of these local professionals.

The Authentic Thai Food In Town.
Original Thai food with quality and fabulous taste.
Thai food festival with all you can eat buffet Wed. & Sun.
Lunch $5.95 and Dinner $6.95
Now Serving Alcohol with some free snack with an order.
We also have Thai Beer
So, please come and try us at Olympic Plaza, next to Gold Rush
Open 7 Days A Week • 270-753-3328

Ahno Country Store & Crawford's BBQ

David's Cleaning
Services
"We Specialize in Cleaning
'Vinyl Siding & Fencing *Mobile Homes
'Brick 'All External Cleaning
'Acid Cleaning'Available
.We Use Hot Water *Parking Lots & Driveways
David Borders

Phone(270) 759-4734

-__-40111P
*

Ribs. Chicken and Daily Lunch Specials
Mon.-Fri., choice of meat, variety of vegetables.
DESSERTS HOMEMADE DAILY

Lunch Served I I a.m.-2 p.m. Mon.-Thurs. & I I a.m.-9 p.m. Fri.
BBQ Available Anytime
We have breakfast biscuits to start your day off right!
Dine In • Carry Out • Catering

Intersection 1824 & 464 • Almo • 753-1934
Stop in for a free after-school snack through the
month of August & pick up dinner while you're here!

We

-E
ri1577717777):72;77
1=3

=Moving
Cross Country Or Local
Licensed & Insured

David's Home Improvement
'Replace rotten or water damaged floors
'Install braces & floor Joists under houses for
sagging or weak floors.
'Replace or repair water and drain lines
'Install moisture barriers

1-800-611-6854 • 1-270-753-2555

P/us...all other home improvements

Owner & Operator
*Luke Lamb*

David Gallimore, Owner
Free Estimates
901-247-5422

amb Brothers
' Tree Service

DISCOUNTS

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

ON YOUR INSURANCE PREMIUMS

LICENSED & INSURED Free Estimates
24 Hr Service

Do You Need Furniture and Bedding?
A Bigger Selection -A Better Price?
Be Sure To Shop - Before You Buy'

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles North of Murray on 641 4-Lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon.-Fri. 9-5 • Sat. 9-4
Cash, Visa. Mastercard, also 12-24-36 month financing

Free Delivery - 270-753-4566
Wiggins Furniture Since 1958
Where Quality Doesn't Carry A High Price

!CHRIS KROUP'S
WOODWORKING AND DESIGN STUDIO

(270)436-2222
Custom Furniture & Cabinetry
Antique Repair & Restoration
Wooden Sculptures
Quality & Creative Home Improvement
IL

Residential/Commercial

can provide information about qualifying for

Tree Trimminfr:
Cleanup Seri

Hedge Trimming Full Line of
Equipment
Tree & Stump
Paul Lamb
Removal

ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A GREAT WAY
TO ADVERTISE
YOUR BUSINESS?
For more
information call
Kathy or Tammy
at 753-1916

To Advertise Your Business In Our Home Improvement Guide
Call Kathy or Tammy at 753-1916 To Get More Information.

Car Insurance discounts:
Multi-car, safe driver, good student, anti-lock brakes,
pacsive restraints, 48-plus.

Homeowners:
You may qualify for a premium reduction on your
Homeowners insurance if you have a new home, approved burglar alarm, fire or smoke alarm, deadbolt
locks, fire extinguishers.

Boatowners:
Discounts are available for approved safety courses.
built-in fire extinguishers. diesel power, claims free
experience. companion polides.

Life:
Qualify for a reduction on your life and disability
income insurance premium if you have been a
non-tobacco user for the past 12 months.
Ask us for details on quallficadon on these ways
to save money on your Insurance premiums.
Harold "Jack" Romaine

SHE
INSURANCE

2x2 - $250 • 2x4 - $500
4 Weeks & 4 Shoppers

105 N. 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
759-1033 or 753-0873
Licensed in KY & TN

Shelter Insurance Cos . Home Office 1817 W Broadway. Columbia, MO 65218
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DR. GOTT

DEAR ABBY

By Peter H. Gott, M.D.

DR. GOTT
DEAR DR. GOTT: Aren't all vitamins safe? Won't the body excrete the
excess amounts that it doesn't use?
DEAR READER: Not all vitamins
are safe. Vitamins A and D, in particular, can be dangerous in over-dose,
because — unlike water-soluble vitamins — they are fat-soluble and,
therefore, are stored in the body.
I've harped about this for years,
using vitamin A as the chief culprit.
When taken in excess of 5000 international units a day, it can cause serious
including
problems,
health
headaches, bone and muscle pain,
mental impairment, weight loss, brain
swelling, diminished sight and death.
Now based on a letter in the New
England Journal of Medicine (July 5,
2001), I must indict vitamin D as a
similar danger. Here is a summary.
A 42-year-old man was hospitalized
for dangerously high levels of calcium
in his blood stream, leading to anemia
and kidney failure. In the process of
taking a detailed medical history,
alert doctors at Boston University
Medical Center discovered that the
patient had been taking a vitamin D
supplement (called Prolongevity,
made in Canada). When three different samples of the supplement were
meticulously analyzed, scientists discovered an alarming fact: each contained 26 to 430 times the amount of D
listed by the manufacturer. Working
backwards from this, the doctors estimated that the patient was taking
156,000 to 2,604,000 IU of the vitamin a
day. This amount was 78 to 1,302
times the recommended safe upper
limit of 2000 IU per day. This extraordinary excess was reflected in the
patient's blood tests.
Once the problem was diagnosed,
the vitamin was restricted and the
patient recovered, although his anemia and renal failure had not yet
returned to normal at the time of publication.
This case report serves as a stunning reminder that megadose vitamin
therapy is fraught with risk. People
must be cautious about taking vitamin
supplements that are not governed by
strict quality controls and should
avoid the consumption of such products unless reputable manufacturers
produce them. Most important, consumers should be wary of exceeding
the Recommended Daily Allowances
for all vitamins. While we all may
enjoy good health, there is no sound

scientific evidence supporting the
contention that megadose vitamin
therapy assures this; in fact, just the
reverse may be true.
To give you related information, I
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Vitamins and Minerals."
Other readers who would like a copy
should send ;2 plus a long, selfaddressed, stamped envelope to
Newsletter, P.O. Box 167, Wickliffe,
OH 44092-0167. Be sure to mention the
title.
DEAR. DR. GOTT: What is your
opinion of vitamin 0? Is it a cure-all or
a snake oil?
DEAR READER: A snake oil.
Marketed as oral drops of "oxygen
supplementation," this product has
not been shown to be a useful adjunct
to health by any reputable scientific
study. I put it in the same category as
aromatherapy and iridology. Save
your money.
Let me again emphasize that I will
fairly evaluate and endorse any alternative practice or medication that has
withstood the scrutiny of rigorous scientific testing. This is the procedure
we, as a public, expect from any medical therapy or medicine. We should
— and must — hold alternative practitioners to the same high standards.
When a reputable drug company has
to jump through hoops just to test a
new drug, while equally profit-oriented companies market unproven and
untested remedies because they are
"dietary supplements," I see this as
an uneven playing field; not only
unfair but potentially dangerous. We,
as a nation, deserve some consistency
here. Treatment is treatment. Let's
analyze each form to see which is
effective and appropriate, which is
useless. Testimonials (such as the
ones you sent me) and corporate reassurances aren't enough. Give me the
data.
Copyright 2001, Newspaper Enterprise Assn.

DEAR ABBY: Your reply to
"Cashier With a Mission" was
morally correct, since the person
should not shortchange customers
who talk on cell phones by "forgetting" to put items into their bag or
"accidentally" charging them twice.
My problem was a little different. I recently brought some items
to the register in a bath and beauty
shop at the mall. The girl behind
the counter was using her cell
phone. It was obviously a personal
call. She rang up the items, took my
money, bagged the merchandise
and did not even bother to thank
me, chatting on her cell phone all
the while. As a matter of fact, she
didn't even look at me.
What I'm trying to say is, people
should be polite to people no matter
on which side of the counter they're
standing.
"CORAL"
IN BOYNTON BEACH,FLA.
DEAR CORAL: Of course
civility is a two-way street. You
would have done both yourself
and the manager a favor had
you politely pointed out that
the store needs to upgrade its
customer service. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I am a checker in
a grocery store, and I, too, am irritated by cell phone users at the
check stand. It is the ultimate rude-

ness to be oblivious to those of us
who are there to serve. Many cell
phone users don't even give me the
courtesy of making eye contact. I
would never treat them with such
disrespect. What has happened to
common courtesy? Sign me ...
CAN'T WAIT TO RETIRE

IC•A IIV CC7,IVI IC
Et t_corsicole
UH—OH,HERE COMES THAT
MOOCHER WHO NEVER BUYS
ANYTHING,

Now ARE
401.1 GETTING
DRESSED
FOR TONI&HT,
CHARLENE?

OH, I DON'T
KNOW ..

r'D LIKE TO )0UR NEW POLICY IS
SAMPLE YOUR TO CHARGE $1 FOR
TUNA SALAD
EVERY SAMPLE!
AND THE
CHEESECAKE
4)3
„r

F-W-10. NOT WHAT ARE

YOU
wEARING... HOW ARE 'IOU
KITING DRESSED? HOW DO
TUST JEANS. YOU TRY ON ALL THE C,OrnStNATIONS WHEN 4)11,'RE MARRIED?? WHERE DO YOU HIDE
THE PILES OF REIEGTS??

IN THAT CAGE,
I'LL TAKE MY
BUSINESS
ELSE WHERE!

rD0 YOU OBSESS RIGHT THERE
IN FRONT OE YOUR HUSBAND,
OR DO YOU LOCK HIM OUT Of
'THE ROOM ?? WHAT IF tiE
WALKS IN WHEN YOU HAVE
SIX PAIRS OF SHOES OUT??
WHAT DO 'IOU DO ABOUT THE
PRICE TAEr5?? HOW DOES ft
ALL HAPPEN?? HOW DOES
ft WORK ????

WHEN 40i1RE SINErLE, &EIBNCr
DRESSED 15 AN ACHIEVEMENT. WHEN 40t1'RE MARRIED,
IT MUST BE A MIRACLE.

DEAR JERRY: That's certainly a more positive way to
handle a difficult situation than
to engage in petty larceny in an
attempt to retaliate for the customer's rudeness. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I have been a
checker for 10 years. We receive a

Eta-r

Bu6Hx41-1AcKER 4X CONN/ER-T-16LE'GORD, EVER,
SINCE 1 WAS A KID, I'VE
WANTED ONE. OF THESE'

BUT. wHAT
NEW CAR.

NEED is.9

THIS ISA
NEW cARI LIKE I SAID,
comPLETELy RESLALT-THIS BABY IS A
CLAssic

THESE CARS ARE So
ImPRACTICAL, THEy'RE
ROu&H RIDING. GOLD IN
WOULD
THINK 1 WAS CRA7-14 IF
-SO DON'T
1 BOUGHT ONE
E_veni "TemPT ME!

I'LL-TAKE A-TRADE-IN

Mr. and Mrs. Randy Hill, July 29; a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Keith Smith,

Aug. 1; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Douglas Edwards, Aug. 2.
Thirty years ago
"Talking with Murray Fire Chief
Jackie Cooper and he says one of
the great difficulties with folks reporting fires is that they get excited,
which we can understand, and they
forget to tell him where the fire is.
They just holler, 'fire at my house'
and hang up," from column, "Seen
& Heard Around Murray" by James
C. Williams. publisher.

DEAR STEWED: You have
my sympathy. Were I standing
in your shoes and received the
kind of abuse you described. I
would call the manager and
have him or her handle the customer who is obviously out of
control.
* *

Dear Abby is written by Pauline
Phillips and daughter Jeanne Phillips.
**

• I HOPE
I HOPE IT'S
L.00K,GARFIEL-D! I WONDER ;
A PACKAGE FROM WHAT IT I52, I IT'S COOKIES! A HAM!
MY MOM'

•

Atv.A.
.#0
,
1

MOM
SHOOTS!
sc.o.NORMEs

14)
la

ot

r

By The Associated Press

South dealer.
North-South vulnerable.
NORTH
+83
•A 2
•Q 6 4
K J 9842
WEST
EAST
+ 952
+ J 10 7- 4
VQJ764
V10853
• K1087
•2
+5
+A1073
SOUTH
+AKQ6
K9
• A J 953
+Q 6
The bidding:
South West
North East
1•
Pass
2
Pass
2+
Pass
3•
Pass
3 NT
Opening lead — six of hearts.

clubs — West takes the king, and
you finish down one.
However, there is another way
ofplaying the hand that is virtually
foolproof and, at the same time, is
clearly correct. Upon winning the
heart lead with the king, cash the
ace ofdiamonds. Once both defenders follow suit, the contract is certain. You next lead a low diamond
toward the queen and:
1. If the diamonds are divided
3-2, you make nine tricks by forcing out the king.
2. If the diamonds are divided
4-1 and West has, say, the K-10-87, he can't afford to go up with the
king or you'd have nine easy tricks.
When he follows with the eight and
you win with dummy's queen,East
shows out, whereupon you abandon the suit. You lead a club to the
queen and a club to the jack, again
coming to nine tricks.
3. If the diamonds are divided
4-land East has the K-10-8-7, you
score four diamond tricks whether
or not East takes the queen with
the king.
So, no matter how you slice it,
the ace of diamonds play at trick
two offers a far better chance for
the contract than the queen of
clubs play. You can cope with a 4-1
diamond break, but not a 4-1 club
break.

Assume you're in three
notrump and West leads a heart.
It seems natural to win with the
king and lead the queen of clubs,
expecting to reap a rich harvest in
clubs.
East takes the queen and returns a heart to the ace, establishing West's suit. When you cash
the king of clubs, West shows out,
and when you then try a diamond
finesse — after cashing thejack of

ACROSS
— step
5 Small barrel
8 Sheep tick
12 Solo
13 Cyprinold
fish
14 — Sea
15 Swallowed
greedily
17 Entertainer's
name
19 WB series
20 A Smith
21 Goddess of
discord
23 Pharaoh

needles
41 —
Archipelago
(Phillippines)
43 Agassi of
tennis
45 Actor Quinn
48 More feeble
50 Naiad
51 Grafted
(heraldry)
52 Compass pt.
54 Unit of
pressure
55 Act
56 Decimal
base
57 Smug person

Rameses I
24 Curved letter
26 Transparent
28 Vehicle
31 Richmond's
St.
32 Mimic
33 Roman 1001
34 Large bird
36 Eddy
38 Pig
39 On — and
1

2

3

12

ill

Answer to Previous Puzzle

Fr.
8 Defeated
(slang)
9 — numerals
10 Paint
unskillfully
11 Woman's
name
Mr

17

THOSE TWO TREE5

19

il

28

33

35

mil dis,

IMP

-

11

ill
a a
ill
m
di mi
a
milli,ill
di
a in
uimiii di ,
I•••
lid

39

WE 60 AROUND THIS

10

14

13

15

In 1947, Pakistan became independent of British rule.
In 1969, British troops arrived in
Northern Ireland to intervene in sectarian violence between Protestants
and Roman Catholics.
In 1973, the U.S. bombing of
Cambodia came to a halt.
In 1980, President Carter and
Vice President Walter Mondale
were nominated for a second term
at the Democratic national convention in New York.

•ISubscribe
to the
a

EDGE R &TIM ES

Home Delivery
3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

16 Valles
18 Again
(German)
22 George
Bernard and
Robert
23 Prophets
24 Christmas —
25 Uncle —
27 Slender finial
29 Latin I word
30 Prepare for
use
35 Make current
36 Large dagger
37 Hawaiian
feast
38 Henry or
Rock
40 Angered
42 Tilts to one
side
43 Venerated
44 Hawaiian
goose
46 Flight prefix
47 National
Labor
Relations
Board (abbr )
49 Alphabet
sequence
50 Males
53 Symbol for
selenium

Local Mail
3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

Rest of KY/TN
3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr

$65.00
$80.00
$110.00

Other Mail Subscriptions
3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr.

$70.00
$85.00
$130.00

Check
Visa

Money Order
M/C

Name
Street Address
City
State

Zip

Daytime Phone
Mail this coupon with payment to:

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call
(270)753-1916
1.

V

$25.00
$50.00
$85.00

(Puryear, Buchanan & Pans)

-

Aar.'
•••• ^

$20.25
$40.50
$78.00

(Calloway, Graves & Marshall)

8-140 2001 United Feature Syndicate

1 Long story of
adventure
2 Strike while
the — is hot
3 Laments
4 Avid
5 — Rock
(music)
6 NBC series
7 Neighbor of
7

In 1900, international forces, including U.S. Marines, entered Beijing to put down the Boxer Rebellion, which was aimed at purging
China of foreign influence.
In 1917, China declared war on
Germany and Austria during World
War I.
In 1935, the Social Security Act
became law.
In 1945, President Truman announced that Japan had surrendered
unconditionally. ending World War
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DOWN

1116

226th day of 2001. There are 139
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 14, 1951, newspaper
publisher William Randolph Hearst
died in Beverly Hills. Calif.
On this date:

One year ago: On the opening
night of the Democratic National
Convention in Los Angeles, President Clinton offered a triumphant
review of his years in office, and
exhorted delegates to propel Al
Gore on the road to succeed him.

CROSSWORDS
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TURN, AND DOWN BETWEEN

Today is Tuesday. Aug. 14, the

Three Possibilities
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HERE5 JOE
MOTOCROSS
CAECKIN6 OUT
THE COURSE

TODAY IN HISTORY

CONTRACT BRIDGE
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Recent births reported at Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Wyatt, a girl to Mr. and
Mrs. Billie Williams, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Irvin Gilson, a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Jones and a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Harp.
Fifty years ago
Pfc. Lenith A. Rogers, son of
Mr. and Mrs. J.A. Rogers of Calloway County, is serving with the
31st "Polar Bear" infantry Regiment of the Army in Korea.
Bonnie Henson and Vester A.
On Jr. were married on Aug. 10.
Mrs. Earl Nanny, Mrs. Freed Cotham, Mrs. Claude Anderson and
Mrs. Edgar Overbey were installed
as officers of the American Legion
Auxiliary at a meeting at the Legion
Hall.

walkers in he 1,500 meter events for
15-18 year-olds in the national level
Junior Olympics held at WinstonSalem, N.C.
Mr. and Mrs. B.J. Stagner will be
married 50 years Aug. 15.
Births reported include a boy to
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Street, Murray, scored a hole-in-one
on 125-yard par 3 number 11 hole
at Murray Country club Aug. 9.
This was his first in his 37-year
golfing career.
Forty years ago
Danny Kemp and Mary Beth
Bazzell were crowned as king and
queen of the Calloway County Farm
Bureau at its picnic Aug. 12 at Murray City Park with W.H. Brooks in
charge. Also the annual meeting of
the Calloway County Soil Improvement Association with B.W. Edmonds in charge was a part of the
event.

Mike Wicker, 16, junior at Calloway County High School, finished 10th in a field of 17 race-

great deal of abuse from the public.
I have been spat at, cursed, even
had items thrown at me.
Today I waited on more than 200
people. After reading your column, I
counted the cell phone users. There
were 47, and all of them gave me
the same rude treatment described
in the letter. Since the popularization of cell phones, there has been a
decline in manners.
STEWED IN SAVANNAH

02001 King Features Syndicate Inc
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July 26.
Al Lindsey of North Eighth

University will be Sept. 7 at 3 p.m.,
according to Dr. Thomas B. Auer,
dean of college of industry and
technology.
Velvet Jones and Joanna Gibbs
were winner s of the Betty Sheppard Memorial Ladies Golf Tournament at Oaks Country Club.
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Billington
will be married 60 years Aug. 15.
Published is a picture of the 1941
class of Murray High School at its
50-year class reunion held at Kenlake State Resort Part Hotel.
Twenty years ago

Tomorrow: Silence is golden.
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Births reported include a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Westerman,

A ceremony to dedicate the Martha Layne Collins Center for Industry and Technology at Murray State

could handle the situation differently: (1) Smile. (2) Carefully push
aside the items for purchase, and
(3) say courteously, "I'll take care of
the next customer while you complete your call."
Even with no "next customer,"
she can rearrange merchandise or
leave the area for 60 seconds to
relieve her stress.
JERRY M., SEQUIM, WASH,
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Ten years ago

personal power, and they can be
polite when using it. That cashier

DEAR CAN'T WAIT: Some
people are under extreme time
pressure. Others are having a
bad day. And, sad to say, still
others were never taught to
respect the feelings of others.
Read on:
DEAR ABBY: The cashier who
overcharged or omitted an item purchased by a customer was guilty of
both theft and dishonesty. The root
of her anger seems to be lack of
power and lack of managerial directive and support. Since it has happened more than once, she should
request that the manager formulate
a policy to handle such rudeness.
People in customer service have
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